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THE SUGAR BOUNTY
Cus8'Cvr.ftiirit!3 Worry to

Tennessee, July 3.
a call Issued by t
with
In
accordance
the Republican Side, of the
of the National Reform
nnmmlttii
'
Senata. a
press association appointed at tbi
Memphis convention la February last
D ERS the Nashville conference bf the mid
M I DDLE-OF-T- H
dle
populisU will open here
announcement for
CurThe
on Monday.
The President has Written a
that the first
Intimates
tba
Ealbericg
rency Message lor Congress'
be held on July 4th, but
will
session
Consideration.
the executive oommlttea overlooked the
that the nation's birthday fell this
fact
ACCUSING THE DEMOCRATS year on a Sunday, and consequently no
attempt will ue niaae to irau.au.
m.mnrmn. Quite a number of
3.
Washington, P. C, July
have arrived aad, according
,
The ohaplala ol the senate In bis open- delegates
iuo
to the prevailing seminieu-In
under tbe
tbti
be
will
indulged
morning,
completely
ing prayer,
'
:
control of Thomas E. Watson, of
patriotic sentiments,
middle- taken
wM
Georgia, the candidate of tbe
tariff
bill
np,
the
1:15
At
TOr
pOpUllSU
and Allison on behalf of Use y finance nf iha United States in the campaign
committee offered three amendments ol last year, and will turn the tables on
for Immediate action he said, bat that tbe fusion element or ina pan uj
readiog both W. J. Bryan and Senator
they my be printed and brought back Marion
Butler, chairman of tbe na.
tor
a
to the senate. In first provides
oommlttee of the regulars, out
tional
of a cent per nf th noDulist tanks. Bryan, so say
bounty of
beets
from
grown In tbe delegates on the ground, deserves
on
sugar
pound
the United States, from July 1698, no consideration for his treatment of
to July 1903, but no longer. Watson, while Butler proved traitor to
Jones, of Arkansas, expressed his populist principles by promoting the
at such an fusion of last tall.
Unl.ss milder
regrets and surprise
amendment
counsels prevail and this u very on.
being - offered,
conveuuuu
when it was expected the bill might be likely tbe lortneoming
radioal win aimnlv throw Senator Butler and
disposed of, and aid this was a Allison
tbe national committee of the regular
departure in tariff legislation.
said the amendment was a. reproduc- noon lists overboard, put waisou in
tion of the bounty section of the tariff Butler's Dlaoe. and declare itself tbe
law of 189, but Jones said there was a only simon-pur- e
populist party in the
difference In Tates, and contended this country.
cou d not be an exception in hurrjlng
THE GLORIOUS POUR M.
'
thf bill now, "I do not supoose there
a
in
admitted
dlspairing
Allison
is,"
Sunday Will Cause Its Celebra
tone, rue amenameni wmui i iuo Its Falling on tion
for Three Days.
amendnext
the
and
office,
printing
as
but
was
also
read,
ment prefcented
Washington, D. C , July 3
Allison said It only referred to admiD- reDOrted
it Owing to the faot that the Nation's na
'4ii!iH mat tor. ha alia I
'back. It was the Spooner amendment tal day falls this year on the Sabbath,
lor the appointment of three general the following day (Monday), Will be
matters.
appraisers to inquire into tariff Allison observed as tbe national anniversary,
On the other amendments
and as a
holiday throughout
said they were not yet ready but would thn Unitedgeneral
States. In a lew localities
be very soon. This related to stamps
celebrations have been arrang
on the .transfer or issue of stocks and special
mere
ana
for
ed
behe
tnese
bonds. With
exceptions
choirs and
music
from
will
natriotia
be
'
finance
lieved he could now say the
orations from pulpits, but for all busicommittee had uo further amendments ness and festive
purposes Monday,
to propose, except snob .modifications
will this year be America's
as might be neoessary to perfect- para- July 5th.
Fourth of July.
graphs already gone over.
Nashville, renn., Juiy o. me
committee
On motion of allison the
of the country's
amendments for an additional lax on celebration,
beer, tobacco and snuff, were disagreed birthday, under the auspices of the exto. The committee amendments as to position authorities, was more enthu
the tax on cigars and cigarettes, was siastic than io
any previous year, spa- agreed to as reported,, cigars, at $3 ftia.1 tff rtu havinar been nut forth to
1
3
per thousand, and cigarrettes, $ to
promote a great patriotic demonstra
according to weight.
per thousand,
am- - im
a
Suction 19- - remained. 'It prohibits tion. Tbi morning inre-wmilitia, bethe importation of meet, cattle, cows mense parade of military, commercial
and hides, from a country that nevolent. Industrial and
.
organizations and municipal depart
does not admit American hides.
Section 24 allowing drawbacks ments, tne cniei features or wniuu
throngs
on duties on imported materials cordially cheered by the greatexerolsei
used in the manufacture of articles in that lined the street". The
at the auditorium, on tbe exposition
the United States was also retained.
by
The republicans were so much exoit-e- d grounds, were opened with rwprayer
name.
over the sugar bounty, that Allison, Kabbi lsadore Lowentnai.
of inde.
this afternoon, in behalf of the senate I. Vanoe read the leolaration
withdrew the pendence and the oration was delivered
fioanoe committee,
amendment, but Allen gave notioe that by Judge J. M. Dickinson.
be would renew it. The democrats
International Medical Meeting.
smiled, and there was a hasty confer,
New
York, New York, July 3.
eoce of republicans, and Uanna, foraThe North German Lloyd steamer
ger, Thurston and others clustered
considseemed
Allison.
"Werra," which sailed for the Medl- around
They
has on its passenger
terranean
erably worried;
At the conclusion or oyie's epeeon list nearly a hundred representative
there was great confusion, till the chair members of tbe medical profession
explained that Allen's amendment was who are en route to Moscow, where
miv nrintd to be acted on later. The
was thn international medical congress
regular consideration of the bill
assembles under the ausptoes of Ibe
tbeii resumed.
that the Russian government one monin nenoe.
,. It was no sooner reported
proMost of the doctors are accompanied
republican senators intended to
vide io the tariff bill, a tax on the bv their wires and other members of
transaction on etoefcs and bonds, than their families. Prominent in tbe party
thick and are Col. Nicholas Senn and Lieut. Col.
telegrams of protest arriveda
understood
is
delegation
It
George J. Kreider, of Illinois, respect
and
fust,
and assistant
from Few York is coming to try to ively sergeant-generof the Illinois state,
;
sergeact-genertlie schame.
militia, and who will represent the
3
medioal branch of the military service
c
!'.
Jn,y
Washington,
of that state; Drs. Daniel R. Brower,
The president has written a message to S B. Southard, Catharine B. Slater
the
appoint- and John R.
congress recommending
Hyndman. In the party,
ment of a currency comUsion. It also, are several Jewish doctors from
Boston and Phila
was written several weeks agfl, but Naur Ynrt. Chloairo.
to Rus
admission
were
whose
for
delphia
McKiniey and Secretary Gage favora
sian
tt
to
congress,
territory special aispensation una
averse to sending
by been issued oy the psar. The ruler of
investigation
an
independent
ing
moved to this ac,
the exeoutive, who will then present a all the Russias was
from Emperor
notification
a
tlon
.
by
session.
at!
winter
the
bill
IVilJiam of Germany that unless Jew'
ASSOCIATION.
EDUCATIONAL
ish delegate! were renognized, Ger-mawould be unrepresented in the
Be
TheRusian gpyernment
The National Cayeatlon at Milwaukee Will
oong'ress.
Represented by 30,000 Teacher.
has taken particular"- - Interest In the
Tha affair, and has not only appropriated
:.3
Milwkbe, Wis,; July
1100,000 toward tbe entertainment of
Cream Cny is beginning to fill up wltb the delegates, but has issued an order
convention of bv which they will ba carried free on
delegates to the annual
all the railways within tba limit ol
the National Educational association, the
empire..
of
whom,
some twenty thousand
kinder-garte- n
A Currency Mefuge.
tbe
froo
class
every
New York, N. Y., July 3. The
to the university, will mlce this
the coming Herald's Washington special sa? that
city their Mecca during
has practically decided to
The national headquarters tbe president
week.
'
to
send
of
congress, next week, a mesw-opened in the big olub,roora
need for legislathe Pfister hotel, this morning, by sage, pointing out tbe
Genera) Secretary Irwin Shepard, of tion concerning currency and banking,
of hnt n (union is expected at this ses
Minnesota, who, with a larre force
session sion. Tbe object of the president is to
continual
id
be
will
attendants,
save during sleeping hours, antil the show the peoplo that the administrainto working tion intends to go ahead in thfe. most
.delegates have gotten
order on Toenday.
important work as soon as practicwill able.
The mussed male chorus which
tbe openm
rrovido iJie.wiwio on holds
Afcuciiix th Deoioeratt.
Its an-- 1
Light of tbe convention
July 8
Yobk, 8. Y
New
The
expoaU
reaearaal.
this
morning, publinbesan
tlon building, having a seatinpr has been The Herald,
f.w6v thousund,
interview witn L. B. Ssott, of West
Jaborately dwrud with bunting Vireinia, n member of the republican
nd shields bearing the names of the national committee, who bas recently
and
Seadins educational LpsA'tWOiil
been In Ohio, assisting Hanna, on tbe
of
tbe
country.
educators
couses and iffoon of tbe great strike of
to be inaugurated July 4th.
.Metal Marjtot.
8.- declares it was instigate! by tin
lie
Ja'y
Oclo dcmoeratip jeauen.
PSh
liver, 60

Nashvillk,

wu-venti-

one-quart- er

y,

to-la- y,

y,

al

al

iside-trao-
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It Will be Spent in the Company
Mother in
of His Aged

Canton.

OF LAB VEGAE.

Capital raid in

-

-

3100,000.

JOSHUA S. RATNOLD8, President
t.
A. U.

JOHN W. ZOLLAKS,

SMITH, Cashier
'
L. F. ADAMS, Assistant Cashier.

fiO.OOO;
CONVICTS ARE BANQUETED

J.

EXPLOSION"

ft TT T

fi a

President,
t HANK SPRINGER,
l
. T. HOSKTNH. Haahlfln.
'
'
' f- - B. JANUARY, Aislstant Cashltr
Vice-Preside-

..-- V

ir JiimiBT run on timh UKrosiiu ijEt

THE

Henri Goke, Pres
H. W. Keixt, Vice Trei.

J

BROWNE &

D. T. Hoskims, Treat.
President
3.
riTTSBORO, Pa., July
Paid up capital, $30,000.
iieltinley and party passed through
bare, this morning, en route to Cantod.
yonr .aralacs by depositing them la the Lai Visas Bavmoi Baik, vktn
Tbe tcmbers of the American legion hey w Ul bring
yon an laooma.
Every dollar eared, is two dollars made."
an
im.
with
presented Mrs. MoKinley
Re deposits reo.lvd of less than fl,
mense basket of flowers, and tbey were
Inter.it paid en all deposit! of $o and ovsv.
cheered by a large crowd.
Canton, Ohio, July 3. President
at
MoKinley arrived in Canton,
a eo. W. Hlckei HUeon
Co
Oeo. W. Hlckox
11 o'clock, for a two days' visit wltb
El Pas., Texas.
SanUFe, N"
was
bis mother. He
acoompanled by
Mrs. MoKinley and tiece, Miss Mabel
Geo. W. Hlckox & Co.
McKlnley, Assistant Secretary of State
Day and wife. When the train bear,
log tbe presidential party reaobed tbe
city, tbe boom of cannons announced
their arrival. A delegation of citizens
v
numbering 8,000 greeted the party at
Fine Watch Repairinp; Specialty.
the Pennsylvania depot and gave
enthusiastic cheers.
The president
Manufacturers ol
raised hie hat and bowed.
The
party were escorted to the home of
Mexican Filigree Jewelry.
tbe president's mother by tbe famous
Canton troop of G. A. It. ooxrades,
half a dozen bands, and the old oitu
Special agent lf for the
sens reoeption oommittee. Tbe route
Watches Rated
to mother McKinley's home was filled
Santa FStandard Watch'
With
Marine
with men, women and children, and
Bold on monthly pay
Chronometer.
continual cheering marked tbe way.
ments.
At home, the president and wife
...
Railroad Avenue,
greeted bis aged mother, whom he bad
Las
East
Vegas, N. M.
not seen since the inauguration, very
Tbe
a
madt
president
affectionately.
brief speech, acknowledging the popHe
will return to
ular outpouring.
8-foot
Washington early Tuesday morning,
possibly, via Cleveland, where he may
with 30 foot tower of same material, complete,
go to visit with Senator Hanna for a
few hours.
A. T. & S. F. south
; delivered
any stat ion on
of Las Vegas, in New Mexico, for $48.00, ; North
' Sharpehooters la Ueraaanv.
;
and Including Las Vegas,, for $46.00, ,
Ndrexbdro, Germany July 8. Tbe
international
?
sharpshooters'
great
match, in which a large number of
on irrigation plants by
America's crack shots will compete,
By way of pre- opens here
liminary, there will be a great wel
" Las Vegas, N. M.'
coming demonstration this evening,
under the auspices of tbe American
reiideota of tbe city.- - Over 1,000
from
members cf the scbuetzen-corp- s
all over tbe United States bav arrived,
and ..will be iha guests pf bonoxi to.
nlgbt. The town is gaily decorated,
'
"The following: brands of cigars:
and the stars and stripes are .flying in
'
with
side
side
the
by
every direction,
"Our Pointer,"
flags of tbe empire. Tbe match Is to
last for eight days, but tbe most im"B. & F." "My Choice,"
portant contest of marksmanship is set
Libertad."
when there will be
for
Manufactared by
quick firing for ten cups of honor.
I'bere are lao entries, eighty being
from tbe United States. . Tbe shooting
will bo at 1,000 feet distance on the
"point" target, and the marksman
All goods are made
making 180 points m tbe quickest time
will take first prise.
home, free from artificial

LAS VEQAS
SAVINGS BANK.
"CJ-fla-

MANZANARES
COMPANY

Te

East Las Vegas and

Wholesale Grocers. Wool, Hides,
Pelts, Plows and Agricultural Implements. Alfalfa, Grass. Cane

and Garden- Seeds. Eastern Seed
Wheat
-

JgweIots and Silversmifhs
a

Ranch and

Mining Supplies.

at

c

Fence Wire, Nails, Picks and Shovels, Blasting and Giant Powder.
Cement, Sheep Dips, Sulphur.
Wool Sacks, Dried Fruits, California and Eastern Canned Fruits
and
Farinaceous
Vegetables,
Blankets.
Navajo
yGoods.

galvanized steel wind mill

a

Socorro, New Mexico

-

.

y,

An

Vic-freslden-

Accounts Received Subject to Check.
Interest Paid on Time Deposits,

M ,. CCTIfNINGHAM,

Hot Winds in Kansas Drltv
Farm Hands From the Har
vest Fields.
FATAL BOILER

UTaT 1

af

DB.

NO. 1UG

LAS VEGAS. NEW MEXICO.

.

-

-

j

etueueci

First National Bank.

San Jdiguel National Bank,

McKINLErS FOURTH
They Wll Read Bryan and Butler Out .1 Their
K.nKS,

!.

ipcit

(.alum
0 Anything.

EAST LAS VEGAS, NEW MEXICO, SATURDAY EVENING, JULY 8, 1897.

VOL 51 VIII.

It

i Hour
w. it

In

Imported and

the

Domestic Groceries

;

Bain Wagons.

Estimates and specifications furnished free

T

Chas Blanchard,

.!.;

Stoves and Steel Ranges

We have just received a full assortment.
of POULTRY NETTING,
SCREEN WIRE, SCREEN DOORS, FENCE
WIRE and all seasonable goods to be sold
at the lowest possible prices at the - - -

"La

Also all kinds

The American Cigar Company
at

flavor.

CMvfcts Banquetod.

Warden
Joubt, Illinois, July
MoClaughey, of the penitentiary, will
begin celebrating the Fourth of July,
early thin year on an elaborate plan.
Sunday morning the men will be given
an address by General Black. On
Monday tbe shops will be closed and
tbe men will be given the entire day io
the yard. A game of base ball will be
played between tbe conviot teams ;
danoing, with music furnished by tbe
prison orchestra, and visiting foot ball
will be indulged In, A bill of fare fit
for a hotel will be served at dinner.
The. women will have a cake walk,
with lemonade, cake, etc

Old

3

boiler
explosion occurred at 0 o'clock, this
morning, at the (Union salt works of
John Beck & Co., of Allegheny, which
resulted in tba death of two men and
the injury of two others. Serious
damage to the building was done. A
fire 'Started .but was subdued. Tbe
dead viottma'were the only inmates oi
the building at the time, The others
.
were firemen and passers by.
A

Medicines,

Price.
Sas Antonio, Texas, July 3 Two
million pounds of tbe May clip on six
monlis' wool is belnjf held In this
yicjnity for en advance, Sbeep ralsr'rs
pan fret from, eight tq nine cent
pound for their wool but will not sell,
Tbey can get ten cents by shipping
direct to New York or Boston, .

tional coal miners' oflloial estimate Is
that abont 200,000 miners will be af
fected by tbe strike, divided among
mine workers in Pennsylvania, unto.
West Virginia, Indiana, Illinois, Ken
Maryland and Iowa.

tucj,

As

EmclltM Winner.

Knrlani,

3

July

The

DodbtiSi of York sUkes were won, to
dff, I ? Leri Wiziiterfori'i D!k!ta.,,

- i

,.'
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..
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Drug-gif-t

Las Vegas, - - - - New Mexico.

A Home

No'rner
j

t

For Sale ,n

jg

located near FARMINGTON,
ioo, in the
FRUIT-GROWIN-

G

vt

0

0"

ot the

()
()

...

Hardy
Climbing Roses
Baltimore Belle, blush white.
Prairie Queen, deep rose.
Etc.,
etc.--.,'-

'

'

CHmbimr Vines
Cobea .Scandeus.
Humulua Japonicss.
Madeira Vine.
Thee vines grow from thirty to
forty feet in a season.
-

trough to show Plants
firJ slva prices.,

No

San Juan County, New
'
section

Mex--

.

mchl.

(

o
()
)
o
Dealers. (

Wholesale

and Wool

()
)
()
o
()

()

IPI, 102 AND
104 NORTH 2ND
St. St. LOUIS MO. "

C)

o

GROSS
BLACKWELL
&

)
0

0'0''&

0

f

'&''t0

(ft as

&tlgf&r,0.J

C)

)

KELLY.
jak

rP

V 'pr "irr

(

()
k

a

ur

j

ajaf

It is
an established fact that our price9 are he ruling monarchs of the day. They have won every battle y t
Now they have declared war against our entire stock of merchandise, watch them, you will
fought.
see, they will once more be victorious.

We Offer for This Week
Ladies' Dress Skirts

Ladies Shirt Waists

We offer as follow, for this week

Skirt worth $2.50 for
Skirt worth $3.50 for
Skirts worth $4.50 for Skirts Worth $5,00 for -

EnaHiid Koseawdd

We will offer at

$1,90

S2.90
S3.90
$4.40

Men's Fancy Bosom Shirts
With txtra Cuffs
Worth $1.25 for $1,00

;

. J.

WOOL

0CI
o

one-hal-

American Beauty, red.
Baroness Rothschild, light pink
Coquette des Blanches, white.
Magna Charta, dsric pink.

()
()
()
()

()

()
()
C)
() Grocers
()

s,

Out Door Roses

o

i

tvvsa

Itconilsts ofX acres.' There are two hoaxes, one of them containing thru, rooms;
the other tour, with two good cellars; an orchard of all kinds of fruit simmer ana
winter applet, peara, cherries, crab apples, plums, apricots, peaches, cooseberrl.s.
airalfa, tc. Plenty of water for Irrigation. The ard Is set
currants, raspbe-rle-of
out to all fclnds shrubbery and It Is Indeed an lde tl lonie
la every particular
f
The property will b sold for S3 "00,
down, the balance on time.
Address Tub Omo for particulars.

.

STORE.

a

o

and Brushes.

Sjringes, Soap,

Goods Selected With Great Care and Warranted as Represented.

Holding for Higher

8rsitStrll(,oa Record.
C01.PHBU, Ohio, Juiy 3 -- The na.

t1

a

o

Physicians Prescriptions Carefully Compounded, and all
.
orders correctly Answered.

3.- -

Hot
Winds have been sweeping over the
Oouutry in terrific gales, the last two
days. The harvest bands were driven
out of tbe fields. Many corn fields
bare been destroyed,' No rain bas fal
len here for three waeks. The same
conditions are reported throughout
central an i western Kansas,

LC.'-jOS.-

rSponges,

PERFUMERY,

Hot Winds In Kansai.

Great Bknp, Kansas, July

C il0f)0

o GROSS.
"Plaza Pharmacy"
Dealers in Drugs, Medicines and Chemicals. ()
() BLACKWELL
() &CO.
Patent
Combs
Kaney an Toilet Articles and all Goods Usually k tp by

Fatal Boiler Exploalon.
PrrrsBUKQ, Peon., July 3.

i

Sixth Street.

WINTERS DRUG CO.,

.

OLD TOWN HARDWARE

Pure Havana,

P.O. Stand,

nstallmeri te :

'

Greatly Reduced Prices.
We Handle the celebrated "Bee Hive" Brand, each,
garment guaranteed to fit and give satisfaction We
have on display fifty different kinds all made of the
newest material with detachable cuffs and collars.
Ladies' Shirt Waist for 55c Price was 85c
Ladies' Shirt Waist for 85c Price was $1.15

;

Evsrj Waist in the Hsuss hss E::a

l::i

ia

Inn.

South SWe of Plaza,

IIIItTZEL.

HISS COttA

ASSISTANT
CORPORATION
COUNSEL OF CHICAGO.
The Flrat Woman Ever Appointed to a
Like Position lu the West A sketch
of an Ambitious
Womaa't Hue
Life.

wniDiy

x

i

,i

i r- -

-l

tT-- r

seems to tradergo a transformation. It
gathers up In balls and masses. Then
It becomes, as It were, a part of the
elements. It bounds along In advance
of the oncoming gale, and fairly leaps
across the plains.. It spreads along In
most reckless fashion, a huge veget
able cannonball. Onward it goes In Us
mad career, now whirling
along
through clouds of dust, now vaulting
high into the air, sweeping along In
riotous inebriation, with Its ragged
ends Bwishlng the storm In perfect

fall to he; struck with
admiration and astonishment, on look
Ing at the section ot a giant ;! Call'
tornian tree,' vhlch has recently been
placed on exhibition in the Central
Park Museum of Natural History. It
gives a 'better Idea of the 'enormous
size of those great trees ,than any
photograph or representation of them
that I have ever seen. In fact I would
not be at jgll. surprised It .th effeot
produced oh the mind by this museum
specimen was" even stronger than that
one would receive In the midst of the
forests from which it came, for where
nature lgajl.Cflnatructed-o- n
so grand a
scale as in the California wilderness,
one completely fails to realize the
great size of individual objects. I remember that the first time I saw It
I was simply amazed. If that Isust
one slice or the tree, thought I, how
grand the great monster must- - have
looked with Its towering height of
three hundred and fifty-eigfeet. Yet
this great section, I must tell you,
though'slxty feet In circumference, was
not cut from where the trunk was of
greatest diameter, but from a point
fifty feet aboye the. ground, for at Us
base the big .fellow measured ninety
feet in circumference: Giant though
he was, this, king of the forest prime- val, when compared with ordinary
trees, was not nearly as much of a
giant as the greatest flower In the
world Is compared to ordinary flowers.
Just Imagine a flower nine feet In circumference, and with petals so strong
that a man can stand upon them! A
very utammoth among flowers, you
may think, yet it is a flower that is
frequently met with in the wilds of
Africa. It has five large, fleshy petals
surrounding a brilliant center, and this
center, encircled as It Is with a wide,
high brim, would jmake a bath-tu- b
quite large enough, for a child. Now,
as wonderful as these giants are, there
are still others fully as wonderful, if
not more so, and some of them may be
found among the grasses. When we
walk In the fields on a fine summer
day, through grass .that is knee-higwe are apt to remark that "it Is a' fine
crop of grass" and when we meet with
some shoulder high we consider it exceptionally tall. In India, though,
there is a species of grass, called
Dab grass, which not only reaches
above the heads of the tallest men,
One fjanrvpt

fury.
At the approach of these wild, uproarious fellows, the beasts of the
field become
They
flee In all directions for. safety, and,
with a mad despair born of Impending disaster, seek, any. shelter that Offers refuge from the whirling advance
guards of. the dreaded cyclone.
terror-stricke-

--

'

.

.

.

h,

.'-

V..

If"

sss",

-

AM2''

MISS CORA B. HIRTZEL.

.via..

5T SOUNDS ALONG IN ADVANCE OF THE ONCOMING GALE.
but would do so even If they were
giants. Goliath or ..the Cyclops' could
.not uave looked over-- a field of this
grass even if they had stood on tiptoe, for It grows to a height of
as thlsDab graBS is,
It is far from being the tallest grass
in the world. What would you think
of a grass four, times as tall? And yet
such grass may be found in the Indian forests, v True, when this grass
the trees, the overgrows;
hanging boughs furnish It supporttfor
this grass has the added faculty of
Perhaps you will now be
climbing.
ready to believe that this grass must
surely be the tallest grass In the
world, but no; it is not. Prepare yourselves to hear that there is another
species still taller, and very much taller, for it grows to the prodigious
height of hundred jteet!.! .It .Is called
the giant bamboo, and is the tallest
grass In the world.
In our own country, however, grows
a. giant which goes ahead of them all.
ft In not as tall as some of the foreign
giants, to be Bure, but it can do what
none of the foreign giants can doit can travel, .'tor ..every fall It makes
Itself highly ! conspicuous by the
Yankee-lik- e
rapidity with which it
goes Bcouring across the country. It
partakes of the truly American spirit
of going ahead of any and everything.
SatHng'before' at good 'wlnd.-- It can
' ff aTel,loo, " faster than the speediest
railroad train, This American production grows on our western prairies,
name
and bears the very
of Jericho weed. In appearance it is
a'great globular mass of tangled vegetation, sometimes so. large that its diameter Is the height pf a man. During
the" spring and summer it behaves
very much as other plants do, with
the exception that It grows much more
rapidly than do the surrounding wfeeds,
but, like them. It Is firmly rooted In
the grdunoYand also It "does not travel
at all during that period. When the
fall comes, however, and the work of
growing is done, then the Jericho weed
Is fill ready to start off on its wild
wanderings, and wild wanderings they
are, too a sort of vegetable cowboy
auspree. With the first breath of
tumn the great weed dries up. ' This
does not cause the least shrinkage In
size, but, with the evaporation of the
sap, it becomes lightness Itself. At the
same' time it loosens from the soil and
tr.r i while is blown hither and thither
by every varying lrcez.
With the arrival, of the first great
wind-storhowever, the Jerloho .weed
i
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I sounded his praises till the male pop- ulatlon were fighting friends of mine.
My opponent did not shine in feats of

strength or skill and I smoothly managed to create a sentiment. wherever I
went that the women had better send
one of their own number to congress
If they were to run the elections; for
my part I believed that the men should
run the government. I won
easily,
and I kept right cn winning until I left
, - ..
the state."
Power of Kind Word.
The following story, from the Young
People's Paper, is an excellent Illustration of the power of truth In the moment of death:
Mr. Birch, an English
evangelist.tells
of a dying Infidel whom lie visited
by
The
man
request.
had Jong been 111
..in
and
great .need. Mr,.. Birch, with
Christian liberality, had supplied his
wants, and now the dying man told h'm
he had sent for him, not to speak about
religion, for he didn't believe In
but
to thank Mr. Birch for his great it,kindness to him and his. Mr. Birch then
said:
"Will you answer ' me - one Ques' ::
.v.:
tion?"
"Yes," said the dying man, "provided it is not about religion."
Lifting his heart in prayer to God,
Mr. Birch said: "You know I have to
preach to:night; many will. be gathered
to
poor. people-- , who will
soon have, like you, to face death; I
ask you, what shall I. preach about?"
.Silence for awhile; then, with
eye and trembling voice, the
unexpected answer was given:. "Mr.
Birch, preach Christ to them; preach
Christ." And then, utterly broken
down, the dying sinner sought mercy
from God for his own bouI.
4
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The Bis Man Away.
The absence of the editor from this
city for the next three months' will
render It necessary to reduce the size
of this paper during that period to
eight pages. There will be no change
In the commercial section, but the
other sections will be cut down to
about two pages'. This change is unavoidable under the circumstances.
The larger size will be resumed on the
editor's return. Rio Janeiro News.
In A. u. SOOO.
Skillet "I wonder why Omelette
takes that old empty, box with him
whenever he travels and cares for It so
tenderly?" Skittle "Out of filial love,
it was his incubator." The
I suppose
Yellow Kid.

tunate. In gratifying her zeal she was
laying up treasure against the day when
ambition and necessity to earn a livelihood might be one and the same
thing. This was before women denied
that their single place In life was beside the cradle, i Mrs. Hlrtzel reasoned
with herself. She concluded that had
she been born a man rather than a
woman she would have been a lawyer.
There was no
She' reasoned more.
reason why the woman who wanted to
be a lawyer should be debarred from
being a lawyer simply because men
thought she ought not to be one. She
couldn't see any reason why men
should pick out the future for women,
anyhow,- and she gradually allowed It
to become known that she was going
to be a lawyer and possibly sit on the
bench. It made a good many of the
youhg""men she knew laugh, but she
has not heard of any of the scoffers
becoming assistant corporation counsels. Judge Gary, up In Oshkosh, was
her first tutor. She read in his ofllce.
Her parents came from Germany.
They don't like to have women do
much In the professions in Germany,
Miss Hirtzel did not Inherit any prejudice along this line, and it did not particularly matter that she did not get
much encouragement among the men
and women she knew. She learned to
think for herself early in life, and she
is still doing it. The more she dug
into the books of the Judge's library
the more she became wedded to her resolution. The more she read the more
she saw there was to be read, but woTk,
and not play, was to be her lot. The
preparatory course brought her to Chicago ten years ago. She entered the
Chicago law college. It was not pleasure at times for her to sit the single
woman In the class of seventy-fiv- e
men who finished In 1890. She felt
The men looked upon
conspicuous.
her as out of place. There were other
days when Miss Emma Bowerman was
with her, and side by side the two sat
as the men smiled, and the smile was
a plain sign of pity for womanly fol.
ly. '.
Miss Hlrtzel's views are worth considering. She knows what it means
for a woman to take hold of her shoe
tops and left herself into professional
distinction In a big city. There are
only eight or ten others who have gone
through the mill. There is none other
who has been honored as she has, and
the struggle has left no mark. There
are no wrinkles in her face, and her
keen eye is a true sign of a shrewdness
which, lawyers have learned to value.
She Is short In stature, without mannerisms, plain in speech, convincing,
She carries her cards
businesslike.
with her, but they are not the common
cards that women use.

roomful of gold which had been made
to him by the Chinese government after he' bad subdued the Talping rebellion.- "What did you do?" said Rhodes.
"Refused it, of course," said Gordon.
"What would you have done?"; "I
would have taken it," said Rhodes,
'and as many more roomfuls as they
would give me. It's no use for us to
have big ideas if we have not got the
money to carry them out." When Gordon started for 'Khartoum he sent to
Invite Mr. Rhodes to go with him, but
the latter had just received the offer of
under the
the treasurer-generalshi- p
Scanlan ministry, and prepared to: remain at the Cape.
'
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"Personally," remarks a London
writer, "the Marquis of Lcrne has qu!tj
lost his familiar highland laddie appearance. He is English desperately
English."

;

Harrison 8. MorrU, Poet.'
The time has passed when a man
s,
can be all a poet.- - Poems are read
but the public will not pay for
them as they did in. a golden age now
passed away. Happy, therefore, is the
poet- who can find an occupation that
Is congenial and at tie same time akin
to the art which he himself cultivates.
Prominent among these happy fortu-tiatis Mr.- - Harrison S. Morris of
Philadelphia, poet by "taste and habit,
managing director of the Philadelphia
Academy of Fine Arts by way of serious occupation. Though poet to the
as Mr. Morris showed In a
finger-tip- s,
receat collection of his pieces, he Is at
the same time an accomplished and
zealous man of affairs. This he shows,
n6w-aday-

-
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doner
than me
SI
and
Smith
ther couldn't be,
We waz raised to
gether In the same
farmln' section, an'
what little larnln1
we had wuz got ou
'
o' the same' books
in the same dees
an' on the same
trie' school,
In
fac' we bad
hard bench.
kinder grown up under, the same in
flnnneea an' wm more like brothers
than some real brothers are.
In mott ways Si wazn't like other
h
boys. He waz so quiet an'
toned like that he' never seemed like
a boy at all, an' no girl could er bin
more axntle an lovln' than he waz.
He waz Jest one o' them chaps that
other bos are always pokin" fun at
an' then go to fer advice an sympathy
when they get in trubble, an' ,one
they'd fight Ur qulcker'n their own
- kin,
Wal, me an' SI growed up to man
hood Jest as we'd bin in our ihlld
hood the confldln'est o' friends; an'
our mothers used ter laugh at us In
that pleased sort o' way good mothers
hev an'' tell us we'd better get
the dominie to marry us, so as
to makfl our partnership a lit
tle more blndln'. We wax , al-- .
lnther when we wazn l at
work about our fathers' farms, an
there waz a huskln" bee, or a spellln'
school, or a slngin'- class in the flees
trie' you'd never find one of us thare
It the other wazn't.
Of course, bein' young men, an' pur
ty scrumptloas lookln' ones at that, we
was mighty pcp'lar with the gins
thareabouts. an' used ter see 'em home
from pray'r meetln's, an' slch like; but
nothln" serious came of It till we got
to courtln' "Liza Hawkins, which waz
my sweetheart, an' Sally Turner, which
was Si's.
They wer the nicest an' purtlest
girls you ever set eyes on, though to
be sure I thorf'Llza was the charm
in'est an' SI had the same oplnyun o'
Sally, which was nat'ral enough, con
slderln' that a man ought ter think
more of his own sweetheart than o'
Bcme one else's.
I reckon some folks would say we
was a little too womanisn, out any
how me an' St used ter hev long talks
about our feelln's towards the girls,
an' the upshot of it waz that I owned
np to SI that I waz heels over hed In
leve with 'Liza an' he confessed to me
that he waz Jest as deep in love with
Sally. For one whole summer an'
winter we kept on sparkln' the two
girls, an' every day we'd talk It all
over for the hundredth time betwixt
ourselves; wonderln' If they, loved us
an' If we'd better ask 'em to marry us.
an' all that sort of thing; but somehow
neither SI or me had the spunk to pop
the question we were Just dyln' to hev
settled. I don't know Jest how It waz,
but though we'd be very brave an' determined when we waz discusstn' the
matter on the woodpile or in the barn,
at his home or mine, when we'd get to
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It's well I didn't
She invited me to the wed J In',
It
nigh killed me, Jonh!"
" I began, as
"Wal, consurn the
mad as fury at what seemed her flirt-Iways, but SI raised his hand an'
stopped mo.
"Don't not a word agin her Josh!",
he sod, flarln' up. "Remember, I love
the question to her

S0KK0W
two

friends

"Whnt kind of
wlfn nhnir,
ma
!
a iihik"Iii writ,' it irlk
iimrrj?"
nil Unit lifd Imtler not
un.rry "r
wlfn. - I.cl him luko a widow",. klllli
'
young- viouiuu.

(

,uu

I.Htl'OM lit hit pimirtf
iHKBC
Ham Tre(infatWrUUm uiiHranu
io
f ","7,,"
l,.oiJ
it.,,,,,
Meduilua Co.. UunwIUvill.
V.
S.
l""uVu iliM.
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"Wliat do yon think of TYhIm'ii urtm ol
'Tlmt'n v,th.
toleKrtihluic without
lug uinv; my wife linn
uiy villi)) u l.j,,,
the tulilo for twenty ytmra."

her!"
It wazn't in me to hurt his feelln's,
an' I asked, consid'ably cooled down:
Kdneate Tear BowtU With Oaaoareta,
;m1y Cathartic, euro oonatlputlon forever.
"Does she know yer feelln's, SI?"
11 C O. U. full uruvglaie ruluudmouejr.
lOu,
He shook his head.
"I didn't tell
Mother
"What lire o reudlnn, Kthel?"
hir I couldn't. She Jest looked on me Ethel
(len yeara old) "It's a llb'iirr hook-'- A
as a friend. I reckon. She roust never
Hummer In An iuly.' " Mother "Do ion
like It?" Kthel "Ves; there'll a (Duple lu It
know, Josh. It might sp'lle her haptluit rnnw away nn 'K'tn niHrrled."
piness," he sed; an' thou neither of us
could find anything to say for a long
FROM LOWELL, MASs7
at the
time; Jest stood thare,
stars 'way off 'mongst the flyln' clouds The Horn of Hood's Sarsaparilln
A Wonderful Cure,
an' tryln' ter swaller a big lump that
a large marble
"A swelling as big
kept risln' in our throats. Somehow
SI never had seemed quite so near and
came under my tongue. Physicianiaald it
tumor and mutt be
dear to me as he did in them silent mo- waa
ments o' mutual misery. I edged up operated upon. I felt I could not stand It,
closer, to him an' he to me an' our and ai spring came began to take my
bands got together in a tight, warm favorite spring tonic, Hood's Saraaparllla.
grasp that sed more than all the words The bunch gradually decreased and finally
we could hev spoken In a lifetime.
disappeared. I have had no sign of It reIt must hev been mighty nigh mid- turn, I am glad to praise Hood's Saraapa8 Union St.,
night afore we left the barnyard gate, rllla." Mas. H. M. Coburn,
'
Get HOODU
although we hadn't sed more'n a dozen Lowell, Mass.
words. We Jest stood there
Hood's Pills cure Sick Jlomlaotio. 350.
onto each other's hands an', tryln' to
think, but always losln' our reckonin'
In the heavy clouds o' sorrow that
hung ever us.
"Don't take it too much ter heart,
SI. Try ter be brave try ter nvk
the best of It!" I sed to him as we
He
parted. He didn't answer me.
i
tried to, but all of a suddlnt he gave
hand
a
hurmy
powerful wrench and
ried away with a pitiful look o" anguish on his white face.
The popping of a
I didn't see quite so much o' SI after
cork from a bottle of
that as afore. Every two or three
Mires is a signal of
days, though, he'd come to the house,
food health and oleaan' It seemed ter me that he always
sure. A eonnd the
looked paler an' thinner an' more deold folks like to hear
the children can't
spairln' every time we met. We didn't
resist it
often speak o" his sorrow, but we'd sit
sometimes fer hours
hands
an' lookln' In' each other's faces an' un
derstand!
esch other's feelln's better, I reckon, than If we'd tried ter
Rootbeer
it
put our thots Inter words. One day.
! composed of the
after we'd been slttln' In this fashion
very Ingredients the
requires. Aiding
system
fer quite a spell, SI kinder roused himthe digestion,
soothing
the nerves, purifying
self up an' sed:
the blood. A temperZeb
be
are
an'
ter
ter
married
"Sally
ance drink for temper
ance people.
morrow."
Mula nn I.
Th Matte a. mjm (kv, ntu.
"Yes," sed I, wonderln' why he'd
A fefcai mika, s fftlUa.
spoke of it
a14 mrpihin.
"Goin I s'pose?" he added.
.1.11.
reckon
sed
I.
"I
so,"
"Then we'll go together," sed he, an1
a look o' sharpest sufferin' came In
his pale face, which hurt me more'n I
know how ter tell. '
HARNESS.
"D'ye think It's best, Sir I asked.
The best S30 doable Concord Haras gentle as I could.
ness In Colorado
Yes," he answered, heavln' a algh.
for Sia
With
"She might think it queer if I staid
breeching, $20; (23
double team harto
like
I'd
her
an'
wish
away; besides,
ness, with breechn
Zeb a happy life."
ing, $10; 23
stock saddle
....
I didn't say any more. It would hev
V1 cir. (le HUM.
,W.
done no good, an' maybe 'twould hev
buegy harness for
S8.50.
Do not be
hurt him if I argued against his goln';
d ecei ved by wort
so the next day me an' SI went to the
Imitations, but
order direct from
little meetin'-hous- e
together, Jest as
os and get the
wholesale
lowest
we had aone in our Doynooa days.
Catalogues
prices.
wo
used ter go to Sunday school,
when
All goods
free.
FRED
stamped.
though we never waz so silent an' sad
1413
MUELLER,
an thortful in them days. We sat in
Larimer
8treet,
m i
we
Denver. Colorado.
used
whare
same
ter
the,too,
pew
a.
:"it
GOODS SENT FOB EXAMINATION.
sit years an' years ago, an' I thort as
". ..
now
at
an' then
Si's thin.
looked
dinvir tcnt
thc
white face an' droopln' figger that I'd
Co.
and Awning
never seen him look quite so miserable
noom's PATENT ode sua
an' hopeless like as he did that day.
LaWWtWCC
ST.
172S
Wal, after the cer'mony waz over
SI was one o' the first ter push his way
OTATC
ft DC Sampling Woras. Ofllce Albany.
I A I C UHt Hotel Block, SeaTer. Pocket rat
through the crowd so's to reach the 0ra ce book. Talnmbleto ore hlppers. mailalfree
bride and groom an' offer his good
RUBBER STAMPS STKNOILS,
Dsn. MoVtr
wishes. There waz, I noticed, a queer, SEALS.
Works sMts Co.. UU Lawrence SL If. U Box 31.
onnat'ral sort of look in his sunken
Jas,
eyes an' a feverish flush on his hag-gcr- d
ItNlbl AWnlNuOlA.Won(Ters.etc.
Purlngton Co.1729
Larimer HU Denver. Catalogue mailed free.
face, an' when we at last started
fer home poor St waz so trembly an'
onnerved that he had ter take my arm ,JJbS8nDDLE81HIRNE88
to keep on his legs.
CI flDIOTO COLFAX AVE. FLORAL CO.
a
"I hope they'll be happy, Josh," he fLUnlOlO
628 16th St. Tel. 1314.
Cor. Colfax and York Sts., Denver,
sed several times as we wer' walkin'
slowly along, an' once he sed, very low
all makes 110 np. Supplies,
an' in a kinder choked voice: "I hope
etc Lists free. Typewriter
REMEMBER. I LOVE HER.
she'll be loved as well by Zeb as she Typewriters Exchange, 1838 Champa St.
lookln' In Sally's an' Liza's bright is by me."
That waz about all the UAMTCn Representatives for .The Andrews
1 1 M 11 I L U School Supply Co., Chicago and other
eyes we'd losa our courage (or our talktn' that waz done till we parted eastern
firms, address Guge&Co.,437 liUi St. Denver.
come
.
as
in
much
an",
away
heads)
Then
hi
I
at
gate.
sed;.
j
ever.
as
doubt
"Come over an' see me termorrow.
OPTICIAN
til jy touo
At last, though, while seein'- Liza SI."
m Vai'j
Colo.
Denver,
"Cuans Sf
one rainy
home from singtn'-schoo- l,
"I reckon," sed he, after holdin' my
waz
I
while
Retailed
st
an
98
holdin'
wholesale
.close
her
Prices.
PDflPCDIEQ
night,
hand quite a spell, "you'd better come
t Ires. Hurlburl
page price
to me to keep her under my umbrel',- an' see me, Josh. I don't seem ter be UnUUCllir.O
Grocery Co., 15th snd Lawrence Sts., Denver.
screwed my pluck up to .the top
The Finest
ery strong o' late, an' the walk makes O
notch, an' sed somethlnWI never me tired like."
knowed Jest what It waz but 'Liza unAll right," sed I as cheery as I
derstood, what I meait, an' .whet she could; "I'll come."
A NEW UPRIGHT PIANO, tight
sed to me made me the happiest an'
wood caM, WARBANTEDiTVK
Yes; I went over to Si's the nex day.
WRITE or
YE A US FOR
man
saw
in
ever
all yer It waz quite early In the mornln' an'
you
proudest
teimaand prices. The KNIGHT
SI
seemed almost as glad
CAMPBELL MUSIC OU. Denver
born days.
waz Bent fer by his father an'
as I waz, when I told him about it mother.' SI ' had calkerlated
exactly We csrry In Stock FURNITURE
next day; an" I was sure he'd take
Grados of
he waz not able to visit me. IronsllBeds
right;,
full stse only 13.60; Csne Seat Chairs
success
myan'
courage by
had found him In his bed a few 75c and everythingatthe
lowest prices. The James
They
next
time
to
he
went
the very
spark minutes before dead; an' the doctor G.KltpatrickFurnitureCo., lB-3-a CaL St, Denver.
her, but he didn't. He kept puttin' it who arrived about the time I did, sed
oft, jest as he'd been doln' all along, he had died from heart trouble o' some
BOSTON BELTING GO.
an' worryln' an' frettln' about his
sort. '
Rubber Baiting. Fire. Htoam. Air and Water Hose
fate till he actually got pale an'
Packing, Mechanical Rubber Goods,
So he had a heart trouble which of all sizes.
A Wavllle, Agts., lttsOLswrenoeSt., Denver
holler-eye- d
over it. - I kinder think
layis
'
death alone could cure. The Owl.
SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS.
that if I hadn't loved him so
SEPARATORS. SALT.
DAIRY CREAM
much, I'd got vexed at SI for his dllly-- .
COLOR. EVERYTHING FOR
Growth of Languaee.
THE DAIRY. WRITE FOR
dallyin'; but one day somethln' hap-- j
PRICES. THE LITTLETON CREAMERY
That the English language is much CO..
1732-3BLAKE STREET. DENVER.
pened that took all' them thorts out 0'
was
more
than
!,
in
it
the
,
hed.
m
.'.,
copious
.
,
days
my
Our photographlo finishing
of
is
evident
from
the fact
Johnson,
I can never forget that day, or,
department Is the largest in
KODAKS the
tl. a We deliver Work In
rather that night; for It waz late in the that the compilers of the new and monone day after receivinc r,ltr.
e have In
evenln' when he came to the house an' umental Oxford dictionary have gathEnlarging and coloring a specialty.
every camera made.. All kinds of suppliea
called me out. The mlnit I saw him ered 89,591 words, beginning with the stock
The Fo rd Optical A Surg. Inst Co, 1619 Curtis St
I know'd somethln' had gone amiss. I first five words in the alphabet, of TUB FH. ZANU
R II A I
had never seen blm lookln 'like that which 60,254 are main and 13,181 sub
U I. Li
ViftL
His face waz as white as a ordinate words, with 10,156 special
afore.
the finest Spring Medicine on the market.
sheet, an' it jest made my heart ache combinations explained under main la
by nil Druggists. Bottled by the O. A.
ter see that look o' sufferin' an agony wordB. Of the main words 47,786 are Sold
LAMMER3 BOTTLING CO.. Denver. Colo.
to
in his
I
started
eyes.
in current use, 15,192 obsolete and 2,516
A FISHERMAN'S LUCK Stw.ST
say somethln to inquire' what had alien. But with all these words writ
rod, two tips, in wood form and cloth cover,
happened but he raised his Band with ers have not improved greatly upon bamboo
nickel reel, 35 yard oil silk line, dosen flie.
a sort of despairln' motion an' sed, In Shakespeare, Milton or even Johnson, three leaders, all forl2.B0, from H. M. P.OSTWICK,
1225 H1XTEKNTH
MAIL
STREST, DENVER.
a hoaiae, choked voice: ' ...
and many others of an earlier era.
ORDERS SOLICITED.
"Don't Josh don't speak" yet fer
THE COMPANY PAV8J THC FRSICHT
awhile!" ;
new steel bona wHlm.
The Lovely Ingenue.
Will
ED tbelr
We walked slowly down the,; lane,
lnt 26 tons tt rock an (set each shift. Is just as ssfe
a
What
beautiful
as an sixains It can bs packed snrwhsrs
face
Miss
De
reliable
la
end
neither of us speakln', an' neither of
HU.
) JW.
WWW, W.
I'U . '
the Ingenue, has. So young
elDtehm to Dresk. 90 pr oeaL is
us seemln' to know waare we waz go-I- Collington,'ooklSaT.
wrought Iron and steel and will band
,Z
Zlacu
hezz
before breakicz.
prmer i"uau
Over tiSO in ass,
Bimeby we got as far as the the
some running o years without one
leading woman, don't you think?"
aouiu-- g expanse,
ni mane
barnyard gate an' stopped an' leaned
at
prices, $25, 60, J5 100 1123
Yes, but then her husband was not a
on the bars in a sort o'' unspoken
particularly handsome man. I supmisery fer Si's misery made me mis- pose
the leading lady takes after him."
4
,
erable, too.
What do you mean?" "Why, didn't
sed
he
artef
awhile,
Josh,"
"Wal,
r.W. -,
iaatskl JKJi:i::
without lookln' up, an' speakln' in a you know that the ingenue was the
nd on npk Wttnd fnmn llluntratwi cirrnlar to THff
onnat'ral sort o." voice; "It's all over!" leading lady's mother?" Cleveland
WHIM
CO..Ctwtit)HuloTr. Ooia.
"What?" sez' I . guessin',- - what he Leader.
meant; "has Sally refused,
force back
"Wuss!" sez
Bolting It.
lUfftS hntht Atl Uai f Ait
..
Mother "Johnny, Howvoflen have I
a groan.
'';''Best I nnh foj nip. Tawitu Ith.1. Cm II
"What could vb4'Wusserrri: that; Si?" told you that you must not bolt your
food."
Johntiy "Guess It Isn't no
I asked.'
jV'; U: ijsvi,
"jest above a worse to bolt my food" than It Is for
"She told mfy?
ou to turn the key on It when it's !a W. N.
27.-18- 97
w'isper, "that she. i.i', piu'.Vj jmarry
I didn't p'ut the cupboard." Boston Transerjpt.
Zeb Ward next .month.
When writing to a1vprtiscr, please s?iy
old-fas-
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Gordon and Rhode. ".
The late General Gordon at one time
saw a good deal or Mr. uecu itnoaes,
and had a very high opinion of him,
The general asked Mr. Rhodes to stay
with him at Basutoland, but Mr,
Rhodes refused, pointing out that his
work was mapped out for htm at Kim'
berley. On another occasion Gordon
told Rhodes the story of the offer of a
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RETIRED STATESMAN OWNS UP
In All Trade Are Many Tricks, and
Sometlmea In Politic.
"I'm what you might call a retired yer.
lived In Chicago a
Miss
has
Hlrtzel
statesman," said the old lawyer, whose
of her life. She Is what she
practice is chiefly that of a counsellor. good part she has earned the distinc"But before the war I was into politics Is becausehas
never been her fortune
tion. It
up to my eyes," and his face grew to walk a
of roses. It probably
path
younger with the memory, says the would have made no difference had she
Detroit Free Press. "I was in Kenbeen taught In her girlhood that the
tucky, and the first time I ran for conproper thing for a girl to do Is to sit
one
of
cambeat
I
best
the
gress
still,, look pretty and get married. Am- paigners in that state, and no state bltlon Is ambition rich or poor. She
has better. He was a veteran who had had ambition. She says it was for- been over the course several times and
sneered at the thought of my being a
serious opponent. He had the old system of being a hall fellow, well met.
gossiped by the hour with the women,
kissed the babies while he was filling
them up with candy and Jollied along
with the men as though each one was
his especial friend. I knew It was no
use to fight him at bis own game, so
I invented some new tactics. Without
the fact attracting any particular attention, it was made public that there
were to be from three to five shoottournaing matches and
ments in each county of the district.
Nothing Is dearer to the heart of the
real Kent'uckian. I was an athlete and
a good shot, and I was at every on
of those contests. I knew just who to
1
beat and who not to beat. "When the
county had a champion it was proud
of he always- got the best of me, and '

ht
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SSISTANT Corpor
ation Counsel Cora
B. Hlrtzel, of Chicago,
lately appointed by Mayor
Harrison,
walks,
talks and acts like
a woman who likes
to be a man. She
doesn't tare a fig
for Delsarte. Society novels are phil
loves
She
flimsies.
osophical
Thackeray and Blackstone, writes
of
without
the
point
putting
the pencil In her mouth, and
whittles" with the edge of the knife
She plants
blade toward ' her body.
her foot down hard when she steps. Is
an expert at bringing legal fights to a
compromise settlement, wears shirt
waists and dollars, and the biggest law
firms In town trust her with the preparation of their briefs. She Is and does
all this, but she dodges when a man
asks her how old she la proof that
she is a woman despite the fact that
her name Is on the office door as a law-

QUEEN MARGUERITE'S POODLE
King Humbert. Ud Ilia Hair Ije M
the Little llnatl.
Kiui$ HuuiWt'a gray liulra and the
dye that was to cure them are the sub
juct of an amusing little anecdote in
the Berliner TagHblatt.
The king, It
seems, favors the iron gray of age and
sees nothing to object to In the years
that lead to reverence and the silver
hair. But Queen Marguerite was very
zealous on the other side and wished
to see what Paris and the coiffeur could
do In the work of restoration.
She
therefore thought of an Imperial hairdye, the only modern witchcraft that
science allows. The king one day
found on his dressing table the elixir,
carefully packed, with directions for
use, and guessed whence and why It
came.
Now, Queen Marguerite had a
favorite poodle, white and fleecy.whlch
was wont to pay ber a morning visit
every day, but on pae of his duty calls
shortly after thr elixir arrived the
faithful toutou arrlvpd .sleek and glos
sy as ever, but the snow white ."fleece
was' changed for "a garment of bluteh
black; As there was no reason why
court and courtier should " go Into
mourning, the queen was horrified at
the change.' "You poor creature," she
$rled, ."how grotesque they have made
yofl look." "And your hhsband?" was
all the king said, and the queen asked
no more questions. The poodle is said
to have resented the parable; the snow
white-fleecnever came round, and
he was obliged to dye
having once dyed
to the end. --
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HARRISON

S. MORRIS.

year by year, In uis direction of th
academy. Exhibitions of the academy
Mr. Morris directs improve each season, and if not the most notable held in
America, they are certainly not inferior in Interest or quality to any others. It is, as we understand it, Mr.
Morris who has kept this eldest of
American art societies up to the high
modern mark, and he deserves great
credit for the achievement. Among the
members of the Browning and contemporary clubs of Philadelphia Mr.
Morris Is a personage of'' distinction;
just as he would be iu. Boston, New
York or London, were he not bo fortunate as to be more at home In homelike and charming 'Philadelphia.
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that you saw t!:e advertisement lu this pnper.

not exactly the way to foatcr sincerity and singleness of thought and purpose, put as long as things are bo fixed
ITEMS OF INTEREST FOR MAIDS in the social world there Is no other
way to look at It. The world In genAND MATRONS.
eral and the marriage relation In especial would be the gainer If there were
How a Yuuue Jlrl May Choose Between more
perfect understandings between
Admirers Realistic Cobweb Veils In
Voung persons, and If ' youns women
Which the Spider and the Fly May were not often forced to act absoluteBe Been Hand Wear Cookery.
ly contrary , to their inclinations and
desires.
llow It Happened''
Salads as Medicine. '
FRAY you, pardon
me, Elsie,
Each of the various salads possesses
Arid
smile that
a medicinal property of its own, thus
frown away
That dims' the light affording a. possibility of absorbing a
of
your lovely medicine and at the same time a dainty
face
food. For example, lettuce
As a thunder cloud article of
contains a well known narcotic printhe day.
I really could not ciple, .opium, and may, therr fore, be
help It
taken for insomnia. Chicory has laxBefore I thought;
ative
properties. Watercress Is a ton'twas done
and purifier. Celery, a
excitant
ic,
And those great gray
'
flashed stimulant, will do good to the deeyes
bright and cold, pressed. Whatever faith one may have
Like an Icicle In the sun.
in these marvelous properties, it is
I wag thinking of the summers
easy enough to prove them, The trial
When we were boys and girls.
can be repeated dally, without danger,
woods.
And wandered in the blossoming
to the palate.
And the gay winds romped with .your and with pleasure

FOR WOMEN AND HOME

Is

Q

.

curls.
And you seemed to me the same little girl
I kissed In the alder path,
I kissed the little girl's Hps, and, alas,
I have roused a woman's wrath.

There Is not so much to pardon
For why were your Hps so red?
The blonde hair fell in a shower of gold
From the proud, provoking head.
And the beauty that flashed from the
splendid eyes,
And played round the tender mouth,
Rushed over my soul like a warm, sweet
wind
That blows from the fragrant south.
And where, after all, Is the harm done?
I believe we were made to be gay.
And all of youth not given to love
Is vainly squandered away.
And Btrewn through life's low labours
Like gold In the desert sands,
Are love's Bwlft kisses and sighs and
vows
And the clasp of clinging hands.

Posslbiy a goo.i
veil of n;tra size.
complexion appears even more brilliant
through the cobweb. That, at least.
Is the theory advanced by the young
women who have so enthusiastically
adopted the new voll. A most realistic variety of the veil has the cobweb
part wrought in pale gray, the spiders
of dull brownish black, and the files
of properly brilliant hues. The black
veils, however, are likely to be mora

INTELLECTUAL AND SPIRITUAL
RATHER THAN MATERIAL.

at

ly

generally preferred.
(New York
Mnslln Collars and Carts.
MuBlln collars and cuffs are appearing under a thousand and one aspects,
md perhaps the most successful is the

collar cut Into tubs, hemmed and machine stitched; beneath this can be
worn the ribbon stock, or the ordinary
collar band will serve its purpose; or,
again, the plaid scarf tied In the front
into a short bow with aggressive ends.
Most of the new stccks are made of
plaid silk, and these are, according to
the latest edict of fashion, tied into a
short sailor knot after they have passed through the buttonhole at the back
and crossed. A very ordinary alpaca
dress, with a bodice which pouched at
the back and front, looked quite attractive under the Influence of a white
To Exterminate Insects.
,
Cleanliness is the best safeguard l;nen collar an! plaid necktie tied into
and a sailor-kno- t,
and a toque of black
against insects, fresh air, soap
g
winga
water being all powerful, if no scrap or straw decked with
refuse be loft to decay unnoticed. Floor in green and blue and violet and a scarf
and shelves of pantries should be wiped of black chiffon.
with a damp cloth daily. The outside of all utensils kept perfectly
Long-- Plumes Again Worn.
clean, the slightest carelessness in thisa
One more Paris fancy has taken firm
particular being sufficient to bring
root in New York. It has recently bewhole army of pests..
Covered utensils not in daily use come a fad oyer seas to wear plumes
should have their covers left slightly of extraordinary length to one's hats.
mustl-nes- s,
A fether three feet in length is considajar to admit air and prevent
ered none too long to droop gracefully
and ofttimes'rust.
The refrigerator should be kept near down the back of the hat. This is a
a window, so that it may be frequently fancy dear to the woman of an earlier
flooded with air and light. In no place part of the century.. Yet it was reinweird-lookin-
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in Russell Sage's
Fifth avenue residence where Mrs.
Sage most likes to
sit and where her
t3 hubsand Joins her
XL when
his day's
X wmvlr at tVi
Vllial.
.
..
setness or money
ting is over with.
It is luxuriously furnished, to be sure,
but It Is homelike to a degree It lacks
the formality of the library and the
grandeur of the drawing room. The
books on the shelves of Mrs. Sage's
room seem meant to be read; the pic
tures on the walls are of places and
people genuinely dear to those who
The golden
look at them oftenest.
framed clock on the mantel ticks
cheerily. The very purring and mewing of Mrs. Sage's malteso cats there
are two of them have a thoroughly
homelike sound. These cats, named
Malta and Miltlades, divide the fconor
of being the household pets with the
big, green parrot that has a little hall
Mrs.
room all to herself upstairs.
Sage likes to talk of her pets.
"Did you ever see eyes more steadfast and Intelligent?" she says, holding up one of the cats that the visitor may look him fair in the face.
."My cats love me and when I am out
they watch for my coming. If they
are upstairs and hear the street door
open they peep through the banisters
to see who is coming in. When they
recognize me down they come to give
me greeting. The girls tell me that
when I was away In Troy last week
the cats seemed really lost and distracted.
"Where did I get them? From a
friend at Cedarliurst, ou Long Island,
where I spend each summer. They
were tiny kittens when they were given to rue. When we move to Cedar-hur- tt
they go along with me in the
train, in two baskets. They are used
to the trip now.
"The parrot and I have quite long
arguments," continued Mrs. Sage,
"particularly when she thinks her
room is not warm enough. 'Mrs. Sage!
Mrs. Sage!' she protests, in an indig
nant tone, and then I have to go and
in a good humor. She is a
put
good deal spoiled, I'm afraid, and she
is exacting. But she Is very interesting when she wants to be."
Mrs. Sage is an interesting figure.
Though alert and active, she Is far
more the Intellectual anl spiritual than
the material type of woman. There is
character in the pale, oval face, In the
firm mouth and chin and the clear
blue eyes that look kindly forth. She
wears her abundant gray hair in soft
colls and crimps, and there Is a dignity
of presence about her that one feels
would be hers if she occupied an obscure rather than a conspicuous niche
in life. She usually dresses In black or
some sober color, but this morning
there Is a touch of pink about the
wrists and collar of her gown, and. a
bit of delicate lace that is becoming.
Her face kindles with interest when a
subject appeals to her.
"What do I think about the higher
education of women?" she says, repeating the visitor's question with an
Inscrutable smile about the lips. "They
have advanced the standard of womanly attainment much during the past
twenty- years, but to my mind there is
something lacking yet I believe in
our young women having all the
strengthening and broadening Influences that study and cultivation can
give, but I hold that they must be
trained first in the humanities of life.
A girl's education, as now almost universally sought and bestowed, gives
her a taste for art, for the refinements
of personal appointments and surroundings, for dainty coloring, subtle
effects and the like, but it blunts her
sense of the practical. I doubt seriously if the modern higher education of
woman is an unqualified good. It tends
to develop the mind, very often at
the expense of the heart.
"Before I was married," went on
Mrs. Sage, "I had relatives with whom
I might have lived after my father's
losses, but I always believed in the dig
nity of labor and. I searched round for
a position of teacher and got one.
lived In the house where the school was
held. My room was small, no bigger
than a New York hall bedroom now
is, and there were two other girls who
shared it with me. I had been an in
dustrious scholar at the seminary and
had been taught that unless one could
give expression to one's knowledge,
could impart it to others, she could not
be fully mistress of what she knew.' I
worked earnestly as a teacher, always
going into the class room with the les
'
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ADMIRAL J. N. MILLER

THE MOCKINC3 PIRD.
Be Is the Most Vlnislt. i Artist of Ml(

OUR NAVAL REPRESENTATIVE
AT VIC'S JUBILEE.

But no such saving clause is demanded In commending the skill of the
catbird's cou.ilu, the mocking bird,
says Llpplncott's. In htm we recog-- i
rlze the finished artist. His Imitations!
are almost exact reproductions lul
every particular and cause the cat- -,
bird's efforts to appear by contrast;
broad caricatures. Aud they are de- -i
and'
Uvered with all the confidence
of a master. Mounting to
the top of a tall tree, he will amuse
himself by the hour, pouring forth
the notes of one bird after another
with evident enjoyment of his own'
at
talent. I quote from my note-boo- k
permatinee
of
of
one
bis
description
formances before breakfast (the proper time for a matinee), which I attended by creeping under the tent curtain. I was sitting at the foot of a
tree on the top of which he was perched, uncorsclous of my presence. "He
gives an imitation ot one of the notes
of the guinea-hen- ,'
a fine Imitation of
the cardinal, an exact reproduction of
the note of the phoebe and some ot
the difficult notes of the yellow-breastchat. Now I hear a young
chicken peeping. Now the Carolina
wren sings 'cheerily, cheerily, cheerily.' Now a small bird is shrilling with.:
a fine insect tone. A flicker, wood-pew- ee
and phoebe follow in quick sucTh'sn a tufted
cession.
titmouse,
squeals. To display his versatility, he
Elves a dull performance which couples
I he
Go back!' of the guinea fowl with
the plaint of the
(Two
more widely diverse vocal sounds It
would be hard to select.) With all the
performance there Is such perfect
and consciousness of superior
ability that one feels that the singer
has but to choose what bird he will
imitate next."

hand-painte-

ver-etch-

One Period a School Teaeher
Decidedly Unapproves of the Luxury
and Modern Education
of the
Talks with a Correspondent.

Was

would demand twice as
many luxuries as I had then. She.
might do her work better for it, and
she might not. A trained nurse mak
ing $20 or $25 a week nowadays has
oh many silver-bac- k
brushes, and sil
d
bottles, and
toilet appliances on her dressing-tabl- e
as does any spoiled woman of leisure.
The tendency is all toward luxury and
Look
personal ease and Indulgence.
at the private rooms fitted up for the
nurses at the newer hospitals; they
are models of elegance, combining
every appurtenance of boudoir, bed
chamber, reception and drawlng-voo"I think I should allude to the man
agement of the present decade, regard
ing these matters, as the exaggera
tion of luxury. If a human being has
a soft, warm bed to sleep on and plenty
of good, wholesome food and comfortable, even pretty clothes, to wear, why
should her environment be hampered
with a lot of stuff that is certainly a
tax to take care of and necessitates additional expense in the way of help to
keep In order?
"In one hospital I know of," she
went on, "there are at present ninety- five patients, a number paying only a
nominal price for their board, medicines and attendance being provided
for, and there are 192 people employed
to wait upon them. It is nice for thoBe
employes to have occupation, but I
think institutions established ostensibly for the purpose of doing the greatest good to the greatest number could
get along with less exuberance of help
In a domestic way.
"We want the most intelligent labor.
A nurse must have the educated, refined sense and delicate touch of a
gentlewoman to attend a critical case,
and a highly educated woman demands
a good deal in the way of personal ease
and appliances. We must have these
comfort? for her," say the managers.
and the next new hospital that goes up
makes the nurses' drawing room bigger, gets more expensive vases and
for its adornment and puts
a shade more of fine finishing in the
bath rooms and a few more mirrors,
and long ones, for her, the nurse, to
put on her cap and tie her apron by.
influences

THE WIFE OF MR. SAGE
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He Has Been In the Navy Almost Continuously Since He neaclied Ills Fourteenth YearMaw Home Service In the
late War.

V

v3 .S
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EAR Admiral Joseph Nelson Miller,
files
whose
flag
from the "pride of

Kind.

the American nathe cruiser
vy,"
which
Brooklyn,
has gone to London
for the queen's Jubilee, Is a stout,
short, mild looking
sallor.with a pleas
ant face and eyes that have the calmness of the sea when she is kind. Admiral Miller, when he walks his deck.
Is as straight and prompt as he was
when he left the naval academy. Like
tars in general, he has, one might say,
been reared upon blue water. He entered the academy when he was a strip
of a boy of 14. He was then an acting midshipman. In 1854, three years
thereafter, he was graduated with honors and was sent away with the frigHe spent two years
ate Independence.
getting tanned in the blazing sun of the
hoary Pacific, and when he was 20 he
was promoted to passed midshipman.
He was one of the men who saw some
service on the Florida coast in the stirring times of the war. He was aboard
the ship when his brig captured the
privateer Savannah. The admiral belongs to the old school of line officers,
and has much of the brusque manhood
of which he saw so many excellent examples when be was a boy among the
sailors on sailing vessels. This makes
him a stern disciplinarian, but he is
The Turblnla," a Modern Sea Marvel
sufficiently modern not only to be adSpeed on the water has not kept pace
mired, but even to be. loved by the offMiller is a with Us rapid increase on land. But
icers and men under him.
)
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BOY SOPRANO

OF RARE VOICE.
Master Merrill, a Brleht Little Fellow,
Eager In Mnslcal Studies.
(Chicago Letter.)
Master Frank Eugene Merrill is one
of Chicago's most brilliant boy sopran- -

hr

:

HERE'S THE SUMMER GIRL OF '97,
And when you are old and lonely,
In Memory's rhaglc shrine.
You will see on your thin and wasting
hands,
Like gems, these kisses of mine.
And when you muse at evening
At the sound of some vanished name,
The ghost of my kisses shall touch your
Hps,

And kindle your heart to flame.
John Hay.

is more apparent the housewife's

,

'

To Choose Between Admirers.
Miss M. E. T. has two admirers; one

light, the other dark; and while she
likes both of them she is quite partial
to the dark one. The one she cares
the least for has asked her to marry
him, but she does not wish to give an
affirmative answer because she hopes
the other may propose. If he does she
wonders if she should say "Yes" or
ask him to wait until she has time to
think about it. The dark young man
objects to the presence of the light one
and the youmj woman wonders if his
coming is any bar to the proposal she
hopes for. He came the other night,
and after a most enjoyablo call he
asked her for. a good night kiss, which
She wonders If she did
she refused.
right, but thinks that she did, although
he seemed very much hurt at her reShe wants to know what she
fusal.
should do under the circumstances.
Answer; You are certainly in a' bad
predicament, and if you have any wish
to marry you might as well look out
that in waiting for one you do not lose
the other. However, there is but one
thing to do. Try and win the affection
of the man you like best. That is
every woman's privilege. When he
objects to the presence of the fair
young man, why not ask him why he
Some men
cares about his coming.
need a little encouragement, and others
are driven away by any decided show
of preference.
Unleos one understands
the disposition and temperament it is
not easy to give really valuable and appropriate advice. On general principles a young woman should not make
Custom
her attentions too marked.
and prejudice are on the aide, of the
and
Blrl who is pleasant to ail
tlevoted to none, until such time as the
,

young man who Is iieeklng a wife ex- his feeling" and selects her as
p.Kea
his prospective bride. Society is unfortunately o constituted that a wom-r,- o
must, to a great extent, conceal her
opposition to
fsi;iM end net la direct
t.. prH.'.'"v.j,s of ber own bf art. This

Realistic

In favor very suddenly and unThat clever leader of
expectedly.
fashion in Paris, Mme. Caroline
appeared one day with a picturesque black hat fairly laden with long
plumes, the tips of which almost
reached to her waist at the back. The
idea was a success, and was, of course,
immediately copied. Women appeared.
everywhere with sweeping featherB.

thrift, stated

painstaking and untiring energy.
Camphor will prevent the ravages of
mice. For waterbugs fill cracks and
crevices with a paste made of two
'
tablespoons of plaster of paris, one
one
of
and
sugar
tablespoon
teaspoon
of green tea.
To guard against buffalo bugs the
floors should be wiped with water In
which spirits of turpentine have been
mixed to a large pailful of hot water
add a pint of turpentine. This is a
perfect preventive against this pest,
so much dreaded by the best housekeepers, and is well worth trying by
those whose closets and pantries have
been infested by these dreadful vermin.

x,
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Cobweb Tells.

Plaided and spotted veils have for
and
years been protested by the wise conworn by the frivolous. The wise
sider them ruinous to the eyes. The
frivolous consider them irresistibly beThe new fashion will prove
coming.
a delight to the frivolous alone. This
is a heavy meshed veil made in very
It has
exact imitation of a cobweb.
all the irregularity and variety of the
angular joints of a cobweh, and in the
center of each subdivision of the web
u a fat chenille BDlder with long legs.
Nnw nnd then a flv is caught in the
web by way of variety, and the spiders
are made to look so unpleasantly

And the next step was to transport the
fashion to New York.

re
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He Is a handsome little fellow,
with a cherubic face and a wealth of
golden curls, and impressing all who
see him as a boy of unusual brightness.
His voice is declared to be truly wonderful. It is a high, brilliant soprano,
so high that he executes the most florid
and difficult songs with ease. But while
his higher notes are especially strong,
his lower scale Is' full of melody and
sweetness.
His voice has a charming
sympathetic quality and remarkable
range and brilliancy. The little singer
is persevering and labors well, and,
as he has a good ear for time and tune,
he improves daily. He is duly ambi
tious, and anxious for a brilliant mu
sical career, which he bids fair to obtain if he continues to progress as rap- Idly as in the past. His whole boyish
heart is In his music, and he continually strives to improve. Miss, Mae E.
Hayes, his teacher, compares his voice
to that of the boy. soprano, James Gore
Leroy, and predicts for him a brilliant
success in concert and in vaudeville.
'

DANCING ON WHEELS.
Bicycles Introduced at a Government
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good, stout sailor on a good, stout ship,
and the right man to represent Uncle
Sam at the big celebration in England.
The Way of American Women.
To Miss Katharine Oliver, an Amer
ican, belongs the distinction of hav
ing succeeded in one of the most difficult lines of delineation that of

the Scottish character and
dialect to the critical satisfaction ot
the Scotsmen themselves. Admirers of
Ian Maclaren," Barrle and Crockett
may be interested to know that "Miss
Oliver has read extracts from their
writings to the distinguished authors
at their homes' across the water, and
that in each instance her interpreta
tion was "pronounced above criticism,
except of the most flattering descripDr.
tion, and the dialect faultless.
Watson paid her the tribute of a fur
tive teas at the rendering of the death- hed scene of the parish doctor from
and
"Beside the Bonnie Brier-bush";

Ball In Melbourne.

has been reserved for Australia to
Introduce the bicycle into the ballroom.
says an exchange. England has naa
her blcvcle srvmkhanas. PrlncesB LU- tia Bonaparte has given a! fresco bi
cycle parties at her villa near iurm,
hnt Lord and Ladv Brassy are the first
to furnish their ballroom with a bicycle
track and banked ends. Tne occasion
was their first ball of the season at government house, In Melbourne, - and a
musical ride on bicycles was an
nart of the program. It was an
adaptation of the musical rides of the
Household brigade, or the Scots grays,
and those who participated spent several days practicing the evolutions,
sometimes for three hours at a stretcn.
Though the highly poliBhed floors had
been heavily dusted with French chalk
several riders had slight mishaps from
but these Interfered little
with the success of the affair. The figures executed were a blend of cavalry
ride and the quadrille, as indicated by
the commands used in practicing, such
as "Ladles, right turn; gentlemen, left
turn chain ladies to the center," ana
so on. The ladles wore cycling costumes of pale blouses, with dark blue
ties and dark blue skirts.

The March of Mechanical Science.
When the Slmplon tunnel is completed the Alps will possess, .three
enormous perforations, eacn represent
ing a stage in the swift advance of mechanical soience. The Mont Cenls tun
nel, nearly eight miles long, was con
structed about thirty years ago, at the
M
It
rate of one kilometer 0.62 of a mile
MRS. RUSSELL SAGE.
per year, and each kilometer cost
The St. Gotthard tunnel, nine
ann in mv head (not to be heard me
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little room.
"I don't recollect the exact salary I twelve ard a quarter miles long, will
received, but it was not much as such according to the contract, go forward
rate of four kilometers a year,
things are considered now, only I know at thewill cost
and
only f '500,000 per kt5
that the traiued nurse or the
or clerk of 'higher education' Bwifir.
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Abont Ferfnmes and Mnslc.
Rosamund asks what particular sort
of attar of roses has the most exquisite
perfume; also some other rare and expensive odors. Also where can music be
disposed of to advantage? What are the
most popular wedding marches? Which
are the most popular f Mrs. Henry
Wood's novels? Answer: 1. Fine attar
of rosea is all about the same quality
There are other perfumes quite rare
and expensive. Oil of sandal wood, oil
of jessamine and oil of orange flowers
are quite costly. 2. You might correlispond with some muuic circulating
brary and see what terms you could
3. The wedding march from
make.
7
"Lohengrin" and Mendelssohn's wedding march are among the most popular selections for grand weddings. Mrs.
Henry Wood's most popular novels are,
"East Lynne". and "Lady Adelaide's
like and the webs so very Inviting that Oath."
n;n is surprised pot to bps live Insects
fall Into the toils.
I'treproor ( hlmncjr of Papor.
An absolutely fireproof cliimnt'y, 68
The new veil is supposed to be becoming, and the
girl gets feet h!ib, baa been built of pnper at
It is the only
an. especially
briid brimmed sailor Bresiau, in
that she may wear it with a cobweb rmn of the Mud.
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FRANK EUGENE MERRILL.

last month a little British steamer, the
Turblnla, succeeded in making the
world's record. In a trial run she made
a speed of 32.61 knots, or its equival- ent, 37.6 miles per hour. The pecu-- "
llarlty of this rapid boat, which gives
it its name and makes possible the
speed, is its equipment with what are
known as turbine engines. Instead of
the ordinary steam cycllnder with its'
piston moving back and forth, the
steam is driven against a wheel having
slanted perforations upon the same
plan as the turbine water wheel. By
this method the construction is of the
simplest. At one end of the shaft is'
the steam turbine and at the other the
screw, which propels the boat in the
water. This comparatively pew style
of engine vastly simplifies the mechanism and permits of enormous speed of
the screw. In the Turblnla the number
of revolutions is 2,600 per minute. The
result is accomplished with an unusually small consumption of steam, or in:
other words of fuel, showing the tur- -i
bine steam engine to be the most econ- -!
omical type of marine engine yet pro- -;
duced.
There is a marked gain alsoj
in the lightness of the machinery need- -;
ed to produce the power. The Turblnla
requires but 27 pound's of machinery!
for each of its nearly 1,600 horse power.
To obtain the same with machinery ot
the usual type would require more than
tour times as much weight per horse
If the new method proves on
power.
tuther tests as efficient as the first trials
Indicated, it must mark a new era inr
water navigation. One of the ocean1
grayhounds fitted with such engines,
and driven with the same speed
make the passage from New York to
Liverpool in about three and a half
days. George B. Waldron in the Illus- -'
trated American.
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KATHARINE OLIVER.
Crockett declared, after listening to a
selection from "The Play Actress":
VWhy, I didn't know I had written anything as good as that," adding, "I must
read the story through again." Miss
Oliver was not content until she had
visited the places made famous by
Maclaren and Barrio "Drumtochty"
(Logieal mond), and "Thrums" (Kirriemuir). At both places she gave public recitals, which were enthusiastical--

She gave

ly received.

drawing-roo-

m

recitals in Glasgow, Edinburgh and
London. Her reception In New York
has been equally flattering.
Extreme Case.
"1 can't help ft," said the man In the
in anything.
back seat. "I can't believe
I am a born doubter." "
"Oh, no, brother," began the evange;'

list.
"But I am. There are times when I
even have doubts as to the superiority
of my bicycle." Cincinnati Enquirer.
A newly patented fishpole has a reversible butt with both end3 hollowed
out to receive the first Joint of the
rod, so it can be turned to bring the
reel above or below the grip of the

International Unification of Time.
The propriety of the western nations
6f Europe, including Great Britain.,
France, Spain, Portugal. Belgium and1
Holland, adopting an identical time
has been under discussion for some!
The meridian of Greenwich, as
years.
being nearly central, and already the
point from which time is regulated ln
the United States, Canada, Australia,;
and other parts of the world, naturally;
presented itself as the proper one to r)
select. The meridian of the capitals of
the other European countries named lie
only a few degrees east or west of that
of Greenwich.
Belgium and Holland
have already adopted Greenwich time,
but France has exhibited an extreme
reluctance to do so and Spain and Portugal still hesitate. The French seem,
round, and
however, to be coming
should they do so the others will probably soon follow. The French are inclined in doing so to take a
and rather clumsy means of preserving
the national amour propre. The terms
in which it is proposed that the National time shall be stated are not simple "Greenwich time," but "Paris
time, retarded by 9 minutes and 21 seconds." That is just the time the sun
takes to travel from the meridian st
Paris to that of Greenwich.
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Shipped to any one, anywhere, on 10
days' free trial In your own home,
without asking one cent in advance.
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j in the form of beautiful
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" Card are out for a
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4 p. hi. at tbe borne of Mr.
Mlgusi A
(her j, the w.fe of tbe governor, on Tnurs
day next. Thl will probably be tbe fare
weuaprocoiol tbe future isaldsnce in
Santa Fe.
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Dr. IMerar's Conmon P.enne Mnllral Advlner,
a luoft pae nielicul work, prnhiftely illustrated.
will be arnt free ou receipt ol f i oav-ccn- t
stamps
to rover praunut onlv. Address, World's !(
AswHitinn. nuncio. M- Y.
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that the structure In part I crumbling',
The plaster on the walls is rout with
orackt. Tbe roof is in such bad oon
dition that a new covering is urgently
required, tbe warping plaster Is pari
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(iiliilHftl f'lf 'niiis or In
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amitn, oeiDg ouquaiiued fi r having
before his appointment, b on cuunoul
,
(or the
tbe Territory was rep
resented by O. A. LsTmzolu. Th
jury In this case was cIioshii in aver
short time indeed. Tim ca.su is now
hearing.
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above cost. These goods are all warranted to be of the Terr bst make ia tha
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ToDsorlal Parlors,
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Las Vegaa Boyal Arch Chapter, No. S.
Regular convouiuiuas, nrst aionaay In eacit
month. Visiting companions
O. L. tiasooBT, fraternally
invited.
O. O. OOKDON, M. D.
It. U. If
L. H. BorMBiBTKa, sea.
TAMM
OPEKA H0U8K, EAS1
OrTIGBVegas, N.. M. OWce hours: 11
Las Vegas Oommandery. u. t. MeguJaS,
I3a.m.,t0p.ta.,7 tpl
communication, second Tnesdav eaefe
month
Visiting Knlgbts cordially wela. H.
Jons hill, B.C.
comed.
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AND
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L. H. HonrairriB. Be1.
1HTS1JUS

Physicians aod Hareeons.
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FBAHK 8PBINGER,

COUNBKLLOB AT LAW
ATTOBNBT AND
Union block, Siitu street,
East Las Vegas, N. M.
WILLIAM C. REID.
LAW, OFFICE, Union
ATTORNEY AT
Las VegaH, N. M.

LOHtt
ATTOKNKYS-AT-LAW-
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Masters. Begular convocation
third Monday of eacb month. Sanctuary la
Masonic temple.
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M. Ross,

VEGAS LOD- 6- No. 4, meets ever
erenlnK at tbelr hall, blxffe
All visiting brethren are
cordlAH

MONTKZUMA IX)DOR MO.M.
mwtTS
SKXBNNIAL T.KAGrR-Befre- lar
PABLO B BAItaSK SHOP,
at 1. u. o. baU. erenlos of each moht
8- - J.
Center Street,
Fret.
. B. RosaRBaar,
O. L. Gregory, Prep.
wy.Hah.tost,
Hot
nnl. afrll1i vnrtmnn nmnlnrwl.
-- . . sj.
,
and cold baths la connection.
first aa
DIAMOND LODGK No. s, meets
evenings each month la
Wyman Block, Douglas avenne. VtsltUvat
bsaki
orettiren are oordlally Invited.
A. T. Boovae, M. W.
SAN MIGUEL NATIONAL,
fco. WNotm. Becordet. .
P. Baacoo. Ptne.nr.ixr.
Sixth street and Grand avenu.
nr. e A.M.
County Surveyor.
nh.rM.M tUM No. l, meet first s
third Thursday evenings of eacb month. le
the Hasonlc seannle
F. MKKCDITH JONES,
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PLAZA HOTEL.
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Las Viuab Is the natural sanatorium of
the United blntes, cumbnilnir more natural nrlyautHi.'fS than any olhor pleue lu
Hur tbcrmul wBt'ri are the
America.
equal of the Hot rSuriuv of AikunKas
while her climate U infinitely superior.
Vou
There is no oi'ilariu, no oxutssive Imit or
if
lao
cold, no gnatH, rats (r uioniiuitous.
air is purs, dry, rcrilied, cud highly
a certaiu cure for cousuingitloa. If
the disease be taken In tltns. The hot
waters are a specific for liver, skin, rheumatic and blond disorders. Her Montozu-m- a
Are sold
hotel Is the Quest hostelry between
Chicago and California, and is situated la
a beautiful canyon, live miles from town,
where the Hot Bpriups, forty lu number,
come boiling to the surface.
22ES!
Tbe latitude is atou! the same as that ol
central Tennessee, while tne altitude is
nearly (i,l00 feet. This combination gives
a peculiar, but most happy, reautt. Ia the
BOTH'S mwketl hera all come, for cbolct MtAT.'at a
moderate iuM
winter, durir.: tbe day, tbe therroouiet'T
Reliable quality we gst here; to sell th best. Is ROTH'S lde
seldom feliB, in the sbado, below forty de
Of Jjlnts, all cue with skill and ears, his prlca Is always just and falR
grees, while it often runs, in the sunsblne,
Thus.irBeef.Pork.Mut
on, you should seek, 'tis here, fresh all through the
o
to sIzty-Qvdegrees or even more. Uo
sausages, too. all patrons deem, in richness, are always supremE
the other band,, iu tbe summer, tho beat is
never oppressive, in tbe shade, and do
Steplnl You'll find the stock complete, and prompt attention you will meeT
night is too warm for comfortable sleep,
uuiler one or two blanket. Tbe sua will
sbiue Dine days out of every ten, the year
round. This, with tbe extreme rlryuebs of
the air, causod by tbe very slight precipi
M.
tation or moisture: the resinous aroma
Q.
mounrolling down from tbe
0
tains; tbe large amount of electricity in
toe nir, ana tie consequent ozone, result'
0
Inn from theultitude; and tue location of tbe
d
town,
by mountain and mosa
tuese all conspire to produce au atmos
wiiieti
is
la all diseases ot the
poore
respiratory organs. Tbe percentage of
JACOBS &
death from connumptinn is lower la Hew
Mexico than it is euywhere else in tbe
United Htetes; and no other place lu New
Mexico excel!) Las Veens in tbe sslubritv
ot its climate.
Aatmnatlce experience
ttnmeoiate ana permanent relief, lu this
4
altitude,
lu the way of health nnd cleosure re
sort", Las Vegas is unrivaled, lu a radius
of twenty miles, in romantic mountain
N. M
glens and beside babhling mountain brooks,
are ine jas Vegas not bpritifig, Harvey's,
B.i rorvenir, sanaovsrs Mineral Mill, Ro
mero Kuncb, blake'a. Sparks', Hnpeilo
Itociada, and other places, too n amorous
to mention where health can be rucoveied.
and life becomes a pleasure to the ennuye,
ion icvnim, ine
iiusiiieos man.
Las V KOS.S bas two daily and are weekly
Huccessors to T. B. MH.T.R Pthlluh. n tarn
two
three
banks,
building aud loan
impeis,
associations, three hotels, many boarding
bouse', nine churches, a cumber of clubs.
and all tbe leading civic and soninl societies; a roller Hour mill, capacity, tirty bar
Represent the Royal Exchange Assurance Company,
rels per day; two
establishof London, England ; Assets
ments, cleaning 1,500.WKJ pounds of wool
annually; a
brewery and
bottling establishment; a manufactory of
mineral aod carbonated waters ; two wag- -- .
County and school bonds bought and sold. Best facilities for nlMin...nk
u and carriage factor lea; a saddle nnd ties.
Large list of ranch and improved property, and over 8,000,000 acres ot timber
srneas
factory; a foundi. elec lands in the south and southwest, at prices which challenge competitor
Offlaa mm
tric light plant, tbree planlne mills. Bridge Bt.. Las Vegas, N. M.
and other enterprises of less importance.
more are elgnt large wnolesale bouses.
whose trade extends throughout the Ter
ritory, aud into the adjoining sections;
wbile tbe volume or this trade, and tbe
alue of tbe stocks whicn tbey carry, can
oot be duplicated west of Kansas City and
-- DKILEB IB
south of Deover. Tbree merchants' brok.
.
ers bave selected tbe city as their distributing center, tbs amount of their yearly
sales exceeding, in the aggregate, the com&
bined sales of all other such brokers in
New Mexico. Tbe retail merchants, of
Las Vegas, are more numerous, and oarry
larger and better stocks of goods than do
tbe retail merchants of any other town in
this Territory or Arizona.
A large stock of 8uves and Flows now oa hand, which will be sold a little
over-worK-
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LA3 VEGAS,

Advantages.

log plaintively from the lath, leaving
tbe ceiling disfigured and such good
shower comes into tbe judge's room
Tbe dance at tba liooteiuma club, on
A 12.700 ludgmeot to favor of the
Newt Service Bsteatfed.
inursdar evening last, i well attended
rnaouiaoturer aocouots for the mag'
and a delightful evening wai passed
Tbe Bt. Louis Republic recently made ar nlfloenoe
of the furniture of the court
cable com pan lei
Among tbe recent arrivals contingent rangementsdirectwitn thefrom
Tbo
all
of home and all the otflies thereto.
sections
news,
whereby
were Mrs. Blscltwell and tbe Misses Black tbe civilised
world, are received. It now trouble is that too much was ordered at
well.
prints more autbentlu foreign news than a time, so tuuob that in some of tbe
is neeaea oy poor, iireo mutiicrj, over
any other paper, and oontinues to keep np offices the ofQoltls are bothered
by a worked and burdened with
Tj friends u MissCuoley and Miss Long its record tor puniisumg aiiinenomenewa,
cure, dubiii
re rejoiced to bare them again within Tbe outlook for tbe year is one of big superfluity rather than a leek of cm.
tated and run down becaUHC oi poor, thia
eaon
news
fast
events,
business
otbar,
f
of
succeeding
venienoes it the transaction
their circles. Tbey are both pretty and and
J i needed
and impoverished blood.
tbev will be hlirblv intorestlns tc ev
Tbe quality of the appointments is by the nervous sufferer, Help
tl-thoughtful as well as talented. Miss Long eryone. Tbe price of the ltrpublie deily Is
itwa and
returns for another term at school next $o a year, or tl.w tor three months, onexoelied by anything tut their price women tortured with rheumntiiim, neu
Tbe Twice a- - Week Jlevublie will remain which latter the taxpayers of Union
(all.
ralgia, dyspepsia, scrofula, catarrh. Help
same one dollar a year, by mail twice
ouunty bemoan.
week.
Tbe closing meeting of tbe Shakespeare
10
at
was
Court
opened punctually
club was held, lait treeing, at tbe rest
Min-r- s
having low grade refractory ores, o'olock on Thursday July 1st.
lenoe of Mr. and Mrs. John Robblns, fin- will find a solution ol tbe difficulty in
When the grand jary was sworn on When food's Baraaparilla bcr;Ina to en
them in tbe Cyanide process, Its Voir
ishing the Oedipus of Bopbocles, supple- Ad
diie, L C. Fort of counsel w itb rich, purify and vitalize tuo Llood, and
Irene J. H. Hunter, agent for New Mex
mented by a short story of Bunner's. Tbs
A. A. Jones lor Thompson held td bail sends it In a healing, nourlahln
invig
loo, room ez, U. B. Dank, umena, jxeo.
stream to the nervn, rnnnclP3 end
,
members of tbe club are: Mr. and Mr
fir tbe shooting cf Jeff Kell at Claytoo, orating
s
orraus of the body. Hood riarEni'arilia
Bel by, Mrs. Hammond, Mrs. Winters, Mrs,
challenged the cintlitution of the builds np tbe ycak and bro!:en down bvs- This Is Tour Opportunity.
to
tbe
to'the
and
Sbout, Mrs. Dickinson, Mr. and Mrs. Rob
tem, and cures all blood disease:), l.eeause
poll,
jury
grand
arraj
On receipt of ten cents', cash or stamps.
I he gen.
bins, MUsOlney, Miss Henry, Miss Bet- will be mailed of the generally and individually.
sample
generous
overchel, Messrs. Furlong and Read.
inost populur Catarrh and Hay Fever Cure eral challenge to the array was
(Ely's Crenm lialin) sufficient to demon. ruled an exception being reserved by
ricnio parties are about the only exclt- - at rate the greut mente of the remedy.
the defense. The challenge to the poll
.
was made on the ground that some
ELY BROTHERS,
Ing indulgences In these dafsof extreme
Cli Warren Bt., Now York City, ot the
beat, otherwise there would be a demand
grand jurors ware not oltizns,
for some entertainment, mulcal,or theatri
Rev. John Reid, Jr. . of Great Falla, Mont., did not reside in the Territory, couoty
cal In this lull.
ud precinct a euffloient length of time ts the One True Wood Purifier. All rlnista.
recommended Ely's Cream Ualin to ma.
Kass.
can emphasize bis statement. "It is posi and were disqualified by acts of tbe rre pared only byC. r.IIood&Co.,
The borne of Mrs. Wm. Hsnton Bunker tive cure for catarrh if used as directed."
Mr. Collins one of tbe
legislature.
sieemtd a Mecca for the pleatnre-teeklo- g
Hood'5 PilU
Key. Francis W. Poole, Pastor Central Prea, jurors wss a witness for tbe proticutlon
nod's Siiraaparilia.
ycunger set, dnrtng Mies Bunker's stay. Church, Helena, Mont
on the preliminary investigation and
n
aosaa Could t lie Truitod Tliere.
Ely's Cream Balm is the acknowledged was obj oted to as being thereby di..
The wicked journalist Is on tba rampage
A lona- lccgcd, iawky sort of a chap
cure for catarrh nnd contain no mercury qualified for service on tbe graod j iry.
Hon
in
once more
"tba
bearding
nor any injurious drug. Price, 60 oeoU.
0;h r whose names were then unknown from down the Potomac, who was visit- bis den" and I strongly suspect is
iu(( Washington, wus walking about the
to counsel possessed like dlqu lifi 5
identical with the woman, who some time
onlec
of the Arlington hotel, upparcptly
chal
the
The
court
overruled
and Eczema,
Tetter,
go, fei?oed madness In order to undergo
take gazing on it as ono of the m?Hs of the
tbe pleasure of a three days' incarceration The intense itchinir and smarting, inci leoge but directed Kir. Collins to
no part la the inquiry into the charge ol capital, when one of tho clerks tackled
in an asylum, to furnish aaterlal for tbe rlpntto these diHeuses. isinstantlvallaved
a Eye and reorder agaiast Thompson and to leave Aim for a bit of fnu.
Chamberlain'
by
applying
columns of a sensational Heir York
"Is thore auytliiug wo can do for you?"
Skin Ointment. Alany very baa caaw the grand jury room, when the case
journal.
have been permanently cured by it. It came up tor consideration, toe de inquired the clerk.
The New York Sun la unusually good is
"I reckon not," was tho reply.
equally efficient for itching piles and
to tbe ruling, Mr
natured and takes tba joke (?) nicely with a favorite remedy for sore nipples, fense excepted
"Perhaps you would, liko a room if
off. red to
the
for
W'rigley
Teriitory
bites
U
frost
law
a
the siugle injunction that tlnre
chapped hand, chilblains,
give defense tbe right to examine tbe you aro going to be in town?"
against furnishing false news in the state and chronic sore eyes, za eta. per cox
'Well, 1 reckon I ain't: leastways,
tbe judge said the court does
jurors,
of New York.
"
no3 rigm now.
a
of
it
would
are
not
aod
it
Condition
Dr.
Cadr's
Powders,
piece
regard
Very likely tbe aforesaid sensational
of cominR?"
think
"Po
you
bad
re
couos.il
to
in
needs
a
when
horse
tor
what
the
impertioenoe
paper is the real culprit', and ber desire just
"Well, yes, me und my wifo btu been
condition. Tonic, blood puritier ana quire It.
to expo:e tbe unreliability of contemporary vermifage.
food
talkin about it. "
but
not
are
me
They
constitute
The
grsna
following
capers in accenting false news items will medicine and the best in use to put a
"Of course, if you oome, you won't
Mane,
Price 23 jury; Benigno Roozales, D.J.
And n better place than this toBtay. We
prove ber own funeral, let once th army horse in prims condition.
,'ose
rrank
J.
Uankin,
Lovato,
relipe
'
leaders for good news and pure literature cents per package.
A. Martinet, Joseph Donis, Ignaolo aro in the finest quarter of the city, cud
House ia just across the
cry a hilt
Vidal Trujillo, tbe White
There Is nothing lust as good ts Dr, Vigil, Abran Luoero,
"
street
The publioatioa of tbe day befits tbs Kini's New Discovery for C oomnti n Ddoietno Tapia, W. J. Lnmpkins,
"Is-tha- t
bo?" exclaimed tho rooster.
hour. Victorian literature hs superseded Coughs and Cold, so demand it and do not Luciano Luoero, Juan E. Koival, Felipe
"Yes, indeed."
substito
sell you tome
tbe dealer
Caraoiolo
permit
Charles
Collins,
Montano.
"Tbe
fersonal
and.
Uryan's autobiography
"Then it ain't no place for my wifo. "
tute. He will i ot claim there ie anything
Life of Queen Victoria" by Barah A better, but In order to make more profit be Giticia. Francisco Garcia, Seledon
This wsjs a startler for the clerk.
V
Santistevan
cintra
Cruz
V.
sumetbinc els to b jnst as I'sobeoo,
Tooley and "The private life of tbe Queen OiiT
"Why not?" he asked in (surprise.
D
New
want
Dr.
You
Hants.
by a Member of tbe Royal Household" are good. because yon knowKing's
would be greatly pleased." '"
"She
i to be safe and
Tbe petit jurymen are: Prciliano
the latest acquisitions to .well appointed reliable, and guaranteed to An good ur
course she would. Sbo'd be tic"In
money refunded. For Conebs. Colds Con Garoia. De.iderio Loian, Bonifacio
"library.
kled to death, she would, but I won't let
of
atf'Ctiona
Cruz
and
all
for
tUfael
Throat,
Massta',
Cruz,
Hernandez,
With due respeot to tbe queeo, shortly sumption
her come. "
mere is noining so good
and
D. Legiret, Moises Barges, Luis
after William IV. passed away and tbe Cheat
"But why?"
as is Dr. Klne's New Discovery. Trial
MarPetten Drug Sandoval, Claus 8cbleter,Telesfor
iord Chamberlain set out for Windsor to bottle free at Murphy-Va- n
"You don't know my wife, I reckon?"
jiotify the princes of tbe death and ber Co . and Browne & Manzanares. Regular tinez, Lnpe Martinez, Frank Crow, " "I have never had that pleasure,"
AdoIooIo Overo, GoadalupeC.de daca, bowed the clerk
Accession to tbe throne, 'tis said that tbe ize&O cents tndtl.OO.
Josa A Garoia. Manuel Koibal, Juan
smrprised lady received the intelligence In
1. TS. D. HOWABI
"In course you haven't. Sho's a fine
f. no
Cornea
Rae'. Frusencio Orteea, Albert Sevier, woman, but she's got her weakness. "
true democratic fashion, cast aside tbe n
and other W.
of
diiihtlierht
.
fever,
casfls
'.ypjiold
uauegos,
K.Uavis, l.eanaro
"But life ia this hotel would bring
prerogative of royalty, in her distress at rutiug illieas?, wliej; tue patleut has been
&
Amador Herrera, Felix Castillo, Miguel her around all right."
tbe news of Iht death, and appeared within reuueeu 111
ana
m
ttiii
uugins
strenpu,
njs;,
Tester.
In
Here
encased
tier pretty Trilbys
slippers.
"That's what you say, yonug toiler,
cllml) to liualtlf. Here Hood's Suraa- Francisco Gallegos got excused for but I know Susan. Why, ef she come
Contractcrs a WAm.
too, a touch of nature made ''the world parill.t flmls Its place, It enriches f.he plood,
atScbleter's
Claus
but
sickness,"
akin."
here to live, she wouldn 't bo here a week
jtrenthens the nerves, Gives tone f lie
Flam and specifications furnisher.
organs, and builds up the whole SM.flw tack ot sheep shearing fever" only till she'd be runnin acrost the street sevhis
in
Formerly, newspapers and periodicals
of
are
the
best
u
some
dei
Pills
to
him
a
the
borrer
tree
to patrons. Shop next door tr
en
times
staying
fled'a
privilege
day
thing
pli. got
were considered of sufficient education In tatlst digestion, cure beadaaaa.
a hot- store and atienoiDir to nis ousmeae er other frum 'the White House folks. Houghton's Hardware Rore.
themselves their views and opinions tbs
when he was not required In court
She can't help it to save ber life, but
To Core Constipation Forever,
sublimest acme of tbe lofty thoughts of
A. B.Goyer.partneV of O. I. Toombs, they're kinder- used to it in enr place,
lOoorSRo.
Cathartic
Cascarets
Take
Candy
trained minds.
fall to cure, druggixla ri'tunil money was admitted to the bar of tbe fourth and it makes it come a good deal easier
TVhile it is true that a newspaper or JliCC, j
11
iiirllnlal district on inspection ot his pn me (:han it would here, where people
J
To Cu-Constipation Forever.
and a graduate of the law is some different in their notions. No,
periodical controls the opinions of hosts of
oeriippates,
10c
Site
or
Take rtiitf.reta Candy Cithartlc
state nniy ersuy sir, ef KQ come tq Washiu'ton to stop,
jeaiitr s, partiality or prejudice, narrow KC.C.C.
fad to cure. drntulBUi r, fund money school of ' Missoprl
COKTH-CT& BUILDER.
ec not liberalism in its literature
nets
of
late
C.
Paul
Saasa City bar, any time 'm gob tq git out in tho
Pivis,
'
m
Educate Yonr Mowola Willi 'HrreM,
withdraw fram its support a large con
room
Susan
to
wil
tQ
where
edmiiiaiPP
hayp
for
Job
Wort
and
practice
Uepairing, House Mot
Candy Cutharilo, cure eonatlpation loravf, applied
(tlngent, or tie literary feature of tbe edi too.
this distriot. Meir. Jones, port ana spread. yyithoui bumpii np ns'iust (lie
35c. If C. C. C. fail. druRviaw ii fund money.
torial column becomes ''wasted on the des
ponimlttee
Wrlelev were appointed
ftjst famijies.1' Npw York Bun.
ing and Raising a Spooialty.
'
ertair."
Kdurato 5 oar Itowels With t'asearata.
to examine as to bis qualiSaationa.
9FOP COS. AfriNKDIHITRltROCItAN
Onndv Cnfhartlc. euro constipation forever.
It cannot be contradicted that there are tOo.
At fSadanest,
The popular
Hiiiy" naving lasv
money.
25;. If C. 0. C.lall. drugnlst-refun- d
ten
bis
minds in whom such reading has
hasi
in
for
been
iuviucible
an
quarters,
unlucky
Budupcfct
jne
night
a losing light against a bug attraction, and Wheu ou the morrow a
idency t obscure original thoughts and to
Contain fought
aod
imbue many jdeas that are instilled by the Beware of Ointments lor Catarrh that
I
at last permitwas
of
nocturnal
intruders,
batallion
warm, bright day
i
Mercury,
limited argumeols of the single mind of
Wm. C. nrin
to spend tbe morning in etfto-i- d ted to install myself ia the ehado high
having
as mercury will surely des'roy the ssnae
his place as np on one of tbe balconies cf tho Hotel
of
the
he contributor, retarding intelligence In- nr
effects
tbe
pay,
amall'and coraoletely derange tbe whole
stead of promoting It.
it through the mu- court stenographer was for the while Hnngaria, overlooking the Danube, I
system wbu entering
tilled by R. McDonagh.
cous
experienced ono of the most agroeablo
surfaces, sc'h articles should never
a
what
and
before
a
"'Pride goetb
fall,"
be used exoeot o preacriptioos rrom recase against ratricio . ipaias sensations that I recall Here tho oinplo
the
In
Union Block
Crlm-soos
they
tunable they took, the Blues and the
putable physlolans, as tbe damage
(or assault with intent to kill, W, J. breadth of tbe stream diminishes the
ts ten fold to tbe gopd you can posat Pougibkeepele on the Hudson, when will doderive
New Mex
Las
Vegas,
from them. Hall's (CJaUrrh Eaton wbo was first assigned by tbe force of the current, and tho Danube East
sibly
fresh and happy Cornell crossed tbe line .Cure,
manufactured by K, J . Cheney ay Co., oourt, exoused himself on the ground passes majestically under tho two imtwo aaii me- half length ahead of Yale. Toledo, ) , eontains uo mercury, and is of
pressure of business, and W. H. Mc posing bridges, which hido its coarso
taken iutejrnally, acting directly, upon tbe
To be defeated was keen enough, but
where it bends far below beyond tho
of tbe system. Kesson was appointed to oeieoa.
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Core be sure
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Iciiii'S CREAM Br.H is a positive pure.
flal" And bow do you contemplate spend-linmake it imperative af!e Joug domidfttionof Austria. Below Apply Into the nostrils. II Is qufclily absorbed. BO
BpeliK, Eieetfio Bitters Is tbe. medicine
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POSSESSIONS

SPAIN'S

Yeun llu Believed Spain
From Kvery One of Her Mew World
Possessions Little Cub
the Last to

A Hundred

Efforts are being made to sell the
government for $50,000 the farm of 112
acres near Hodgenvllle, Ky., on which
Abraham Lincoln wag born.
The church and the bicycle continue
to get closer together. No modern
church establishment that Is at all far
removed.'-Icomplete now without a
wheelery,

Thousands of cattle Bouth of the
Mexican border line are still on their
way to the United States markets.
The prospective duty on Imported cat
tle Is largely responsible for this con
dltlon of affairs, Mexican cattle own
crs have felt it was now or never.
'.

Go.
t

IP

HEN the great
Charles V. mount
ed the throne of
Spain in 1516 sb
King Charles I.,

Columbus
Cabot,
and Vespuclus had
discovered the New
Not long
World.
after Charles' ac
to
the
cession

throne,
Spanish
Fernando Cortes marched at the head
of his army from the Gulf of Mexico
upon the city of that name, and, after
furious struggles, dethroned the na'.Observations to determine the dura tive sovereign and reigned In his stead
tion of sunshine In Europe showed that as the viceroy of King Charles. CorSpain has most sunshine and Scotland tes discovered the Pacific and Calithe Jeast. So much for solar light. fornia. Before the death of Charles the
What of moral sunshine? How bright Spaniards had pushed northwards, and
is Scotland; how Spain lies in the as early as the year 1540, Spanish setshadow!
Pure and beautiful is the tlements were made in what is now
soul-ligthat shlnea through those the State of New Mexico. Southwards,
Scotch mists!
Charles' lieutenants established a regular line of communication from ocean
The importance which often attaches to ocean across the Isthmus of Panato a single word has been emphasized ma. This line of communication was
In a curious way in New Jersey. The made for no less a purpose- than to
legislature, at Its last session, took transport the ingots of silver from the
favorable action on a proposed amend- rich mines of Peru to Charles' coffers
ment to the constitution prohibiting In Spain, and from the Atlantic side
all kinds of gambling. In some way on their way to Atlantic to carry the
the word "prohibited" was altered to stores for the arsenals and garrisons
on the
"provided" in the amendment as acted which were being established
on, and the error is eo serious that the Pacific.
In the meantime Francesco Plzaro
legislature has been called together in
had completed the conquest of 'Peru,
special session to rectify it.
while the. Islands of the West Indies
became provinces of Spain,
peacefully
Tbe Unjted States government atas entirely under her control as were
tempted to make a temporary arrangeValencia and Andalusia. Before the
ment with Great Britain that joint death of the great
Emperor, Spain had
measures be taken for the better pro- taken possession of
Florida, and her
tection of the seal herds against in- flag floated proudly over Mexico, New
discriminate slaughter, but the attempt Mexico, Guatemala, Peru, Chill, Parawas unsuccessful, partly perhaps beguay and Buenos Ayres upon the concause the British commission which tinent, and over
every important isinvestigated the subject last year does land in the Carrlbbean Sea. And on
' not believe .the extinction of the herds
the map Spain claimed even wider do
to be so imminent as the American minion in America. ' Thus stood the
commission thinks It to be. Both govcondition of affairs In the middle of
ernments have reappointed the
the sixteenth century.
who investigated the subBy the beginning of the present cen
ject last year to make another investitury a vast change had taken place.
gation this season, and . the United Spain found herself deprived of a
States has assigned three revenue cut- great part of the rich colonial possesters "to patrol duty to prevent deprer sions over which she had once held
datlons On the herds. Under the ex- such Imperial sway. The entire eastisting agreement the way will be open ern coast was gone, both in North and
to new arrangements next year.
ht

,

Statistics prepared by the' New York
state excise commissioner show a
considerable reduction in the number
of sampan's In the state as the result of
the'perations of the Raines law.' 'That
law has now been in operation about
thirteen months, and in that time the
number of saloons has been decreased
by 7,437. When the law went Into
force on April 30, 1896, there were 33,-4licenses in force in the state. On
November 1, 1896, there were 26,593
in force, and it is expected that
there will be issued about 26,000 licenses during the present year. The
total receipts under the law from May
l,to October 31, 1896, were $11,038,322,
and after deducting rebates and expenses of collection the recepits
Under the
amounted, to $10,556,192.
old law the net revenue for twelve
months to all towns and cities in the
state was $2,919,593.'

pS!

square miles, and twice as
large as Ohio, New York and Pennsyl
vanla all three put together. Florida
meanwhile had been purchased by the
United States for five million dollars.
Its possession dates back to 1821,
when the United States received it
from Spain according to the treaty of
purchase made two years before.
There were 67,000 square miles and the
whole country was rich in vegetation
and minerals. It was called the floral
region of the New World and was
named for the Spanish Easter, upon
which day it was discovered.
So rapidly did the land pass out of
the hands of the Spanish crown that
within a generation the lower half of
North America, from being a Spanish
country, became part of the United
States. California was added to the
United States in 1848, after the Mexican struggle. It embraced the lm?
mense tract that Is now divided up
into six states, and in 1849 it became
the territory of California.
318,000

t

FOUNDER OF TOMBSTONE.
Remarkable Career of a St. Louie Boy
Who Became
Miner.
Edward Schefneln, who was found
dead the other day in hlB miner's
Bhack in Oregon, had an eventful life,
says the St. Louis Republic. "I remember well," said William H. Boothe, an

mine promoter, to a reporter,
"when he opaned up tho Contention
mine at Tombstone and gave the place
Its queer name. I ought to remember
d
It, for it was I who
Scheiflein on that prospecting tour. Ho
bunkoed me out of all but a few hundreds. The stories that have been told
about Sctedleln's daring in penetrating into the Apache country and particularly into the Cochise mountains,
where he found the Contention lode,
are not much exaggerated. It was a
pretty ticklish thing to go down there.
Old Cochise had been 'pacified,' it is
true, but he had a lively son, Natchez,
and a valiant nephew, Geronimo, and
they were the active young leaders of
about as 'plzen' a set of Indians as
ever swung a Winchester. So when
Ed Scheffleln struck the Contention
lede and called the place 'Tombstone'
we thought it a happy play of Ed's
mind. The Contention proved to ba
a great mine. It was enormously rich
in silver, but it was discovered
just
about the time every condition arose
to put down the price of that metal.
However, it yielded an amount away
into the millions. The Schefileins sold
half of the mine to Walter Dean of San
Francisco, Dick Gird of Los Angeles,
F. A. Trltte then governor of the territory, B"d others in San Francisco for
$500,000. Of course the Schefileins lost
most of their fortune. They couldn't
old-ti-

grub-stake-
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H. A. Huston, state chemist of
a report says: The estimated
sales of commercial fertilizers in In-

diana during 1896 amounted to 42,000
tons. This is an apparent decrease of
3,000 tons from the estimated sales in
1895. The decrease Is, I believe, only
apparent, for It now seems probable
that the estimate for 1895 was too
high, owing to a considerable number
of tags being carried over which were
really used in 1896, although they appear, In the 1895 sales. It is probable
that an estimate of 42,000 tons in 1895
and 45,000 tons in 1896 would more
nearly express the real facts. In the
42,000 tons for which tags were
issued were 10,700 tons of bone
and
packing house
products; 21,800 tons of . "complete",' fertilizer, that is, acidulated goods containing phosphoric acid,
nitrogen and potash; 3,300 tons of
phosphates, 1,700 tons of acid
'

'

of plain acid phosphate. Of the bone
'and ,.
packing house
products 400 tons had received an ad
dltlon of potash. Comparing the sales
ir. each group with' the sales of' the
previous year, we find that there has
been an increase of 1,500 tons In sales
'of "complete" fertilizer, an increase
of 1,000 tons in the sales of plain acid
phospnate, a decrease of 500 tons in the
bales of ammoniatcd phospate, a decrease of 1,100 tons of acid phosphate
and potash, and a decrease of 4,300
tons in the sales of bone and acidulated
packing house products.
The Providence Journal says: The
fiction that most Bostonlans are descendants of the men and women who
"came oyer In the Mayflower" has not
yet been exploded, as recent comments
indicate. As a matter of fact, the old
Boston families were not of the Mayflower party. Most of them came from
Suffolk with Winthrop, and - settled,
first at Salem, then at Boston, eight

and ten years after the Plymouth colony had been founded. Yet the Mayflower legend Is still vigorous, like
some other legends that pass as his-

tory.'
The young Massachusetts bank messenger who decamped with $30,000 was
at the time working for $33 a month.
He was caught; consequently he will
work for very much less wages for
some years to come. The Y. M. B. M.
wishes now that he had left well
enough alone.
William Donaldson and wife of
have been indicted for marrying each other. They are first cousins, and the law in Illinois does not
Aneven wink at such proceedings.
other instance where love was blia4.
Car-lyleI-

THE BLACK PORTIONS

SHOW SPAIN'S
TODAY.

South America, and there were alarm
In inroads in the center. But Spain
still owned California, Florida, Cen
tral America and all the western part
of South America.
' Todav she owns nothing.
Cuba is
in rebellion, and practically gone from
her. She does not govern It, neither
does she get Its products. The rest
of North America has passed away by
conquest, by grant or by purchase.
South America, it Is true, is largely
Spanish in blood and language, but
the Spaniards there have formed in
dependent countries, and are known
as Chilians,
Bolivians, Peruvians,
Colombians, etc. Her great colonial
possessions gone and no more worlds
being left to conquer, Spain must now
withdraw to her own portion of the
Iberian Peninsula, and content herself
with that territory and the few rich
little islands in the Pacific still left
to her.
Spain's first loss In the early part of
the century was the great district call
ing itself Louisiana. Spain had got
Louisiana in 1762 from the French,
it. But
who originally discovered
when Napoleon became consul he got
Louisiana back, and the big "New
Oleans territory," and held them se
cure. This embraced all the southern
and middle portions of the United
, States, and was the largest and richest
piece of land then known.
The United States got it from the
French in 1803, by paying about fifteen million dollars, and it is said that
the Spanish have never ceased to
mourn that they could not have held it
until this purchase, which would have
enriched their then- diminishing coffers greatly.
Spain's next loss was Mexico by conquest in 1813. On that date Mexico declared herself free. And then began a
long series of wars in which all countries Joined, but which resulted in
Mexican independence on hard and
sure grounds in 1848. Spain lost heavily by this war.
Texas still was Spanish territory.
But by act of United States congress
in 1815 Texas was purchased from
Spain. It had a debt of seven million
dollars, vhlch it seemed as if it could
never pay off, and Spain allowed the
United States to take Texas if it would
assume the debt. There was vigorous
opposition at the time, as the country
was in a state of financial distress.
But congress Insisted, and with what
good results the subsequent history of
Texas shows.
f!B t-- this act lost a territory of
'

-
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1800 AND

it Ed was a restless fellow. He
wasn't dissipated, nor did he gamble
or have other expensive vices, but he
was generous and a plunger on his
luck. He wouldn't settle down and do
business on business principles."
help

He Left Suddenly.
Doolihan "So you were foired, an'
for phat did they foire yez?" O'Raffer-t- y
"For gittin' droonk only wan
toime." Doolihan "An' how lang was
yez wid "im?" O'Rafferty "Wan day."
Tammany Times.

SCIENTIFIC

NOTES.

A new combination coffee and spice
mill and weighing scale has a large
reservoir to hold the coffee, with a
grinder in the lower end, placed di
rectly over a scale, so that when any
amount is sold the slide on the scale
beam can be set at this amount and the
mill operated until the desired amount
is obtained.
A simple force pump recently patented has two piston rods attached
to a lever working in two suction pipes

opening into a central chamber, which
has two inlet and two outlet pipes,
with a ball resting on each opening to
prevent the water flowing back through
the inlet pipes and elose the outlet
pipes to produce suction.
An air ship recently patented by a
western man has a
d
reservoir above the car with capacity for
holding nearly enough gas to raise the
car, the car being attached to the reservoir by a number of upright rods on
which are mounted small parachutes
worked up and down on the rods by a
motor in the car, the parachutes opening as they descend, thus lifting the
car, which has also a propeller and
rudder.
A handy device for counting the num
ber of days between two dates consists
of two disks fastened together at the
center, one being smaller than the other; the outer one having the months
and days of the month around its edge
and the inner one having numbers
from 1 up to 3G5, the unit being set at
the day of the month to be reckoned
from. An arrow pointed at the last day
Indicates the total number of days be
tween the two periods.
cigar-shape-

The people of Munkh, Mich., are try
ing to pass an ordinance prohibiting
the trains from going through town
so fust the passengers can't see the
sights.

KEEP

WARM

NOW.

PHYSICIANS ADVICE TO
HEALTH SEEKERS.

Hot Water and Hot Ban Should Be
Kept Near iq the Very Warmest
Weather
Keep tbe Feet Dry and
Warm,
T may seem a far
fetched caution to
tell my patients to
be sure and keep
warm when the
1 s
thermomete r
ranging around in
the seventies and
eighties, but that is
just what I And It
needful to do,' said
one of the most
successful practitioners of the present
day.
"And Just here I want to say that
cans, If
bags and
kept handy by, and used whenever
there was any reasonable excuse for it,
would save many a sick spell and more
doctors' bills than those who never
use hot water can imagine.
I have a
patient who is and has for many years
been almost an Invalid. Only the most
painstaking care has kept her on her
feet. She is subject to neuralgias and
chills and a low state of vitality gen
erally, and finds It Impossible to keep
warm In a quite comfortable tempera
ture. Some years ago she had several
cans made for holding hot water. They
held about one gallon each, and had
screw taps ,
close them. They are
filled with .
water and kept at her
feet at night or In her easy chair dur
ing the day. Whenever Bhe has one
of the chilly spells from which she
suffers so much, she wraps herself up
warmly, places one can at her feet and
hot-wat- er

hot-wat- er

another at her side or back and curls
herself up for a cozy nap. In almost
every Instance she wakens up re
freshed and bright and able to go on
with whatever she has in hand. Before
she adopted the
theory, she
used to try in vain to get sleep or rest.
She tossed and writhed and ached with
weariness and exhaustion. Now the
cheering warmth rests and restores
her, and almost immediately she falls
into a sound and refreshing sleep,
from which she awakens really bene
fited in mind and body. The heat
draws the blood from the brain, equal
i7.es the circulation and Increases the
vitality.
"It is one of the most difficult things
Imaginable to make people understand
the value cf heat in almost all minor
disorders. Whenever the system becomes what Is popularly spoken of as
'run down,' there is a feeling of chilli
ness which Is not only exceedingly un
comfortable, but may be the forerunner of illness. If the temperature can
be kept up to the normal one may as
sist nature to shake off the disease.
We are very far from knowing Just
what the effect of medicine Is on the
human system. We know that it helps
to remove obstructions and restores
lost conditions, but precisely how it
does this Is not as yet given to us
to comprehend.
xnere are certain tnings mat we
know will produce certain results, and
many of these are exceedingly simple
and within the reach of every one. To
keep the feet dry and warm, the body
protected from chills, and the digestive organs moderately, well supplied
with nourishing food is to go a long
way on the road to good health. It is
not generally understood that a hot- water bag applied to the stomach Is
a better aid to digestion than all of the
dinner pills and powders ever com
pounaea ana put upon the market. It
seems quite as little known that a glass
of cold water at the end of a meal has
been the first cause of more dyspepsia
than doctors have ever cured. A little
hot drink at meals, and a great deal
of hot water bags and cans would save
untold suffering, and keep' many a person In the enjoyment of excellent
health.
hot-wat- er

CANARY-BIR-

CULTURE.

D

The Milwaukee Sentinel claims that

that city supplies the United States

with the bulk of the Harta Mountain
canaries, and that there is no great
crime in the deception,' for the Milwau
kee bird is really an Improvement on
the Imported article, having Just as
fine a voice and being much hardier.
Experience has shown that the Im
ported singer loses the power of trans
mitting his voice to the young after
passing through an American winter.
This is the case, also, it ia said, with
the Tyrolean singers who come to this
country, ' theit voices losing the pe
culiar Alpine yodiing quality when
they have been here a year.
Before they are mated the hen birds
are kept in separate cages'in the music-roocarefully fed and made to listen
to the music of the singers and the machine used in training their voices. In
this way the hen is enabled to transmit the best musical quality to its offis a large one
spring. The music-roowith a south exposure, and is kept
with the same scrupulous neatness as
In the corner of
the breeding-roothis room is the bird organ, and with
it the little birds are given their vocal
training. When the machine is started the notes emitted are wonderfully
like the song of the untutored canary.
These notes are known to
by the term pfeiflen. Gradually the
whistle strikes on to a different line.
It is an improvement over the pfeiffen,
and It Is called kllngel rolle. A higher
step still is called the kllngel, and a
still higher step hohl kllngel. Lastly
comes what is called hohl rollen, and a
bird whose voice has been developed
up to that point is worth $50 in th
market any day.
m

bird-traine- rs

.

There are Innumerable small cages,
made of wood and wire, in this room,
and also two or three large cages in
which a number of the birds are placed
together. Near the bird organ is what
appears to be an ordinary cupboard.
The two front doors have an orna
mental opening cut in them, quite sim
ilar to the openings in the body of a
violin. Examination shows that the
affair is really built on the principle
of a violin, the front covers serving as
scunding-boardWhen the birds are
having their voices trained they ars

placed In this dark cupboard and alro
In some smaller ones, constructed so
as to Just take in one of the little wood
en cages each. Kept thus In the dark,
they have nothing to distract their at
tention from the notes of the bird or
gan, and so long hours are spent by the
little pupils in piping up their little
voices to the lead of the mechanical

teacher.

When their

education

has

been completed they are shipped in the
little ciges to the New York, Cincinnati and Chicago markets.

Purchasers suppose that when they
buy a bird in one of these little cages
It Is a guarantee that they have been
Not so, however. The
Imported.
cages are made in Milwaukee, even to

the little earthenware drlhklng-ju- g
that Is fastened within. And Just here
a word cf advice to buyers of canaries.
The male birds are, of course, the sing
ers, and It is important to be able to
tell the malo from the female. The
female has a white shade or shimmer
across the feathers on the top of the
head. The eye of the female also is
surrounded by a little white rim of
the flesh, easily detected by the fan
cier.
TOO

RISKY.

If It Is true, as is generally conceded.
that one must be easy in mind and

body to go to sleep quietly, It seems un
likely that a recent sojourner In a
western state can have passed a restful
n'ght on one occasion.

He was detained by a snow-storin
one "hotel" of whica
could scarcely be said to deserve the
name. It was crowded to
and the traveler was assigned to
a room in company with a tall,
backwoodsman, who seemed
inclined to give the stranger a cordial
m

a small town, the

over-flowin- g,

hard-featur- ed

welcome.

"There's only one objection to your
sleeping with me," he said, heartily,
"and that aint any objection to me,
but you may feel different about It.
You see, I'm an old trapper, and I generally hark back to the past in my
dreams, and live over the days when
I was shooting wild animals and kill
ing Injuns.
"Where I stopped last night they
charged me two dollars extra because
I happened to whittle up part of the
d
while I was dreaming. But
I feel kind of calm and peaceable to
night, and like as not I may lay still
as a kitten."
The traveler surveyed the narrow
bed, and reflected that he was about
half the size of his prospective bed
fellow, and a sound sleeper into the
bargain. He sat up in one chair with
' '
his feet in another that night.
foot-boar-

At tbe Whist Club.
Wiggles "Did you go to the
whist club today?" Mrs. Wiggles
Yes."
Mr. Wiggles "What was the
subject for discussion this afternoon?",
Somervllle Journal.
Mr.

FOREIGN NOTES.
$9

and clothing.
In the years 1814 to 1876 France had
seventy different ministers of the exterior and Russia only four:
London had 4,845 Are alarms in 1895,
of which 925 proved to be false. The
loss of life was ninety-on- e
persons. ,
A Scottish railway company has en
gaged a first-claspeaker to give free
illustrated Iectuies in' cities and towns
descriptive of the beautiful summer,
resorts in Scotland.
;
In consequence of the Increasing dis
tress and poverty in Spain the migra
tion has increased, enormously within
a few months. Most of it. however, is
by way of the French and Portuguese
harbors.
On April 10 a party of 350 Italian
students and graduates started for a
trip of inspection of the German universities. In future years similar trips
are to be made to England and the
United states.
Italy has a music trust, a well- known firm of music publishers controlling copyrights and theaters so that
no opera can be given without its
consent and no singer engaged save
at Its dictation.
The Berlin municipal authorities
have granted a license to a society to
erect in public places and squares
where children are in the habit of
playing automatic machines for the
sale of condensed milk.
The widow of Prof. Charcot has re
signed the annual pension of 2,000
francs which she received from the
state, In favor of other widows and
children of professors of the faculty of
medicine of Paris who have died without leaving provision for their survivors.
ss
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prove fatal, death being caused either
by shock or by the flow of blood into
the pericardial cavity, whereby the
heart's action is gradually brought to
a standstill. Hitherto no serious atKulldlna; for Posterity An Adjustable
l.awu Sprinkler How to Stop a Bal
tempts have been made to save the palot Various Inventions and IMscover- - tient's life. Herr Relln, however, conceived the daring Idea of applying preles of Recent Date.
cisely the same treatment that would
be used , in the case of an external
Bulldlna- for Posterity.
wound. A man was brought Into the.
CCORDING to tha
hospital dying from a stab in the
best accepted theo
heart. He laid bare the organ, and
ries, the wind, par
succeeded in checking the hemorrhage
ticles of dust, sand
by means of a suture. The patlen.
and other flying de- made
a capital recovery, and was probris wear away the duced before
the congress alive and
of
stone
at
surface
well.
a regularly estimat
ed rate year after Can tbe Nervous System De Educated?
year. One can but
The question of the susceptibility of
wonder what the the nervous system for training came
must
pyramids
up In a scientific discussion not long
have been when this stupendous work since. There was a good deal of difWas finished.
Modern methods of ference of
opinion as to the possibility
building are rebuked by some of there of training the nerves. According to
old piles, and it has been questiisd the most comprehensive opinion a
how much of our best work will e in
great deal depends on the owner of the
evidence 3,000 years hence.
History nerves. It is possible to train certain
tells us that the canal known as Bahr classes and conditions, while others.
Joussuf was constructed 4,000 years ago are
hopelessly unsusceptible: The will:
and' is yet fulfilling the purpose for of the
individual, the pliability, or
which It was made. The canal runs rather the
Impressionability, has evalmost parallel with the river Nile for
to do with successful nerve
erything
about two hundred and fifty miles. It
As a matter of fact, the deturns and curves, creeping through training.
be trained must be present
to
sire
meadows
and along the foot hills, first of all. It comes from within, and,
carefully preserving its level until it prompted by the desire of the individreaches a point where It turns west
ual a course of training may bring
ward, and running through a narrow about the
happiest results. Trainpass, reaches a district which without
the will of the panerves
against
ing
culIt would be a desert incapable of
reminds one of the old adage Of
tient
tivation and devoid of vegetable prod
a man against his wil-luct which would sustain life. Of course convincing
he is of the same opinion still."
the statement that it was built, by Jo
seph, the son of Jacob, may or may not
; be true, but
An Adjustable Lawn Sprinkler.
that it is of untold lm
An Elgin, Illinois, genius has in
portance to that region need not ba
stated. There are traditions that thU vented a lawn sprinkling apparatus
canal was originally Intended to sup
lake which was nearly five hunply
dred miles in circumference, and that
this lake was the source of fish supply
of that region, and that the value of
this product was at least two hundred
and fifty thousand ' pounds a year.
Modern engineers are giving more attention to old time methods than they
did half a century ago. They are
learning that undue haste and undue
cheapness are not at all profitable.
They are' also learning that here is
room for even more knowledge on the
subject, that cheap materials and
scamp work are not to be relied upon.
When these old builders built they called the storm sprinkler, a fair idea
bullded to the glory of God and not to of which may be had by examining the
the enriching of the contractors who accompaning illustration. The outlet
is through a perforated eifele over
took the Job.
which Is a reversable plate which can
be screwed so as to throw the spray
Spider Silk.
The web of the Madagascar spider in any direction desired or in all di
Is to be utilized for the purposes of rections. With ordinary force a spray
silk manufacturing by a company of is thrown from 32 to 35 feet high and
French capitalists. The natives of the covering an area of nearly 50 feet in
island where this spider thrives know all direction;. It is said to be the
perfect Invention of the kind
very well tbe good qualities of this most
thread, but their innate laziness pre- ever recorded' in the patent ' office at
.
vents their applying themselves to the Washington.
systematic exploitation of the webs. It
Unltlnc Sheets of Mica.
is still remembered that the Creoles of
It Is often desirable to join sheets
Mauritius presented Empress Eugenie
with a pair of mittens made of this spi- of mica, and a very simple operation:
der's threads, which were bo fine that will secure that result. Put
Into 'cold water; let it remain;
they could hardly be noticed on her
until it is softened, then press out any j
hands, for they were almost transparent and colorless. A French natural- excess of water with a soft cloth. Put;
ist has recently ascertained that the it over a water bath until It melts, then
Madagascar spider produces at the be- add heated proof spirit to make it fluid,!
ginning of its work more than 100 being extremely careful not to put too;
yards of thread per hour. Increasing in much of the spirit simply enough to;
quantity until It produces more than liquify it. Meanwhile dissolve one and!
ounce of gum mastic and;
one-thi150 yards per hour. A
ounce of gum ammoniac In,
little machine, which winds the
thread on bobbins automatically Imme- four ounces of rectified spirit. Add!
diately from the spider,' is to be em- this to the gelatin and spirit solution,;
The spiders stirring it very carefully, keeping thai
ployed In Madagascar.
mass in motion continually until it is'
themselves are to be raised systematiPut it in glass stop- -i
cally in enormous numbers, and al- perfectly blended. see
tnat it is perfect- -.
though the fabrics made from the new pered bottles and
material may be stupendously costly ly sealed. Warm It when wanted for;
at first, it Is not unlikely that the pres- use and apply quicniy. Then press
ent generation will live to see dresses the sheets together and place a very;
made of spider web.
light weight on them, leaving them to
dry for several days.
To Stop a Bullet.
'
The Vanishing Mountains.
Experiments '. have shown that the
he
which
read!
a
In
paper
recently
bullet of the
rifle,
which has been adopted by the Ameri- before the Scientific Congress at Paris,;
de Lapparent expressed the opin
can army has' enormous projectile
force, yet it can be stopped by a little ion that all mountains will vanish off.
the face of the earth in course of time.'
pile of loose earth.
The bullet Will bore a hole through He declared that If the actual natural
an oak tree a foot in diameter at a forces at work upon our globe retaini
No. 1 Through old earthworks. No. their present Intensity, in 4,500,0001
2.' Through body and into fresh earthyears all inequalities of surface Willi
works. No. 3. Into fresh earthworks be levelled. He instanced as a striking:
exampltt the reduction of the Arden- -i
twelve Inches.
range of two miles; perforate steel nes, which were once a chain of the!
plates; plunge into solid earth for a Alps, but which had already shrunk to
distance of eighteen inches after pass- their present dimensions at the outset;
ing through a human body. But a of the Tertiary epoch. The Alps, ' he'
small pile of loose, dry earth will ar- said, exemplified the youth, the Pyrerest ' its flight and tear it into frag- nees the maturity, and the mountains
ments. Scientists' explanations of why of Provence the declining .years of
this is so are very unsatisfactory, but mountain ranges, while the central
all admit that it Is true. Dr. Grifllth of plateau of France was typical of their
death and dissolution.
CURRENT NOTES OF DISCOV
ERY AND INVENTION.

-
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religious people in England
are criticising Dr. Nansen's book be
cause there is no recognition of God
,
in it.
Archduke Franz Ferdinand d'Este:
the heir to the Austrian throne, whose
life has recently been despaired of on
account of his sufferings from con
sumption, but whose health has recent-- ,
ly been improved by residence in the
Riviera, is now in Southern Tyrol,
where his condition continues to im-

clear-gelati-

newly-construct-

rd

one-four- th

Krag-Jorgens-

I.

.

A New Cement,

Many

prove.

Senator Deboe, the senator from
Kentucky, visited the stationery room
of the senate the other day and made a
selection of paper, pens, pencils, pa
'
blotting pads, a penknife
and other appropriate articles.
"I
think that Is all I want," he said, as
he turned to go.
"Haven't you for
gotten a corkscrew?" asked the clerk.
"No," said the senator, "that is one
thing I do not want, even if I do come
from Kentucky. I do not drink and I
do riot smoke."
James Gordon Bennett is returning
from Europe on his yacht Namanna.
He has a party of friends on board.
He had sailed before the great disaster
in Paris occurred and the news must
only have reached himself and friends
when the yacht touched at Maderia.
The victims of that awful fire must
have Included many of their friends
and relatives. It will be Mr, Benuett'ti
first visit to New York since the war
of the "new journalism" has taken on
its bitterest phases.
per-cutte-

pxporlonces Jn the treatment of wounded hearts. It has aiwuys been held
that ninety per cent of such cases must

.

Day laborers In Japan receive from
to $40 a year in wages, besides food

:

SCIENTIFIC POINTERS,

the Missouri State militia, discovered
it several years ago, when he made it
public it was announced that he had
discovered the German army secret of
To protect
twenty years' standing.
himself against the deadly
bullet, a soldier needs neither
forts, trees, armor nor steel plates. He
can dig up a pile of loose earth eighteen inches'ln diameter with his bayonet, and, lying down behind this apparently insecure barrier, be assured
that all the bullets flred at him will
he flattened before they reach him.
Our illustrations show the effects on
the bullet of the resisting effects of
old earthworks, human bodies (experiments have been made on cadavers)
and freah earthworks.
Krag-Jor-gens-

Another Triumph

of Sureery.

Every day brings tidings of some
new victory in the field of operative
surgery, these triumphs being mainly
due to the Judicious boldness of professional men, aided by the antiseptic
method and an increased knowledge of
anaesthetics. At Berlin a day or two
ago Hcrr Relln, of Frankfort-on-tbe-Maiastonished the members of the
Surgical Coprfes by recounting his
u,

Report Is made in the chemical jour
nals of a new kind of cement compound which has been Introduced In
Europe with very satisfactory results.
This substance, to which the name of
"petriflte" is given, is intended to he
used for the conversion of organic or
inorganic matter whether it be waste,
wet or dry, pure or mixed into a hard,
durable mass impervious to water, of
great strength and fre from all atThe composimospheric influences.
tion employed is not stated, but it, is
in the form of a white powder, and the
statement is made, that, mixed with
sand, it produces a sandstone of durable quality; with sawdust a body similar to hardwood, but Indestructible,
while with slate waste the result is an
agreeable marble. , According to the
Chemical Trade Journal the most reliable chemical authorities who have
examined and experimented with this
pioduct have expressed very favorable
opinions as to its value, and Prof.
Banschlnger of the Munich laboratory,
who is one of the leading experts in
all such matters, states that the wearing quality of this new substance, with
Bawdust, is equal to the best granite
and basalt.
.

Vp to the Standard.
"Confound it!" er.ciaimed Carson,
"that oflice boy is never around when
he's wanted."
hoa , , splendid policeman
"What
. .
T u t,,
mu
would uiase, luuiuuit-- i jmii).
liiia.

-
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R'lGT AVAILACLL"

WITH HIS BOOTS

ON

CAPTAIN STRONG, NOTED KEN
TUCKIAN, SURRENDERS.

This brought on tho fund between
Cant. Strong and the Calahans, and
when Tom Burnett, who was known to
be a friend of Strong, Was found mur
dered, Strong's friends dwilared the
CalahanB
responsible for Bar

THE MURDER OF MR01. LUET
CERT IN CHICAGO.

r-r- e

f ha

Wealthy Mouutalneer Shot Down
Niu III llapie by I'artie In Aiuuush
ttoven HullaU l'lcrvait the Ola Vedara)
Boldler Ilafore Ua Could "Draw."
APT.
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T
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WILLIAM

Strong, the great
est mountain fight
er in eastern Kan
'
tucky, died with
his boots on Sun
day after success
fully dodging Win
cnestor . uuiieia.ior
He had
25 yeari.
ItUl

UUiUB

UiQ

which is about ten
miles east, of Jackson, to go to the
.house of a neighbor. He had. been
gone but a few minutes when his fam
by a fusUade, whlqhap-peare- d
iy was tostartled
be not more" than half a'mlle
away. Members of the family ran toward the point from which the sounds
of musketry came and found Capt,
Strong dead on the roadside, shot to
pieces, seven bullets having penetrated
bis body.
He was lying on his back with his
eyos wide open and his revolvt elutoh.
d In his right hand, which had barely
been drawn from his pocket when
bullet Irtke the arm. Not a shot bad
been fired from the revolver. - Investigation showed that a "blind" had been
constructed on a point immediately
above the road, commanding a full
view of the thoroughfare for a distance
of several hundred yards. Scraps of
bread and meat were found behind the
blind, and other signs, which showed
that seven or eight men had been "lay'
lng out," as the mountaineers call it.
for Capt. Strong. His relatives in
Jackson were quickly notified of the
tragedy and a large posse began
searching for the assassins, is V;
Capt. Strong was credited with kill
lng and having killed more than
score of men during the feuds In which
he has participated for more than
quarter of a century. He never admit
ted having killed any of his enemies
but on one occasion he told the story
of the death of several of the Amos
fection who were trying to assassinate
"him at his home. He said:
"I looked out at some llttln holes I
had made in my house and I saw
number of men with guns."
"Did you kull any of them?" asked
the reporter.
"Well, they didn't all get away."
Further than this he would say noth
lng about the men being killed. On
one occasion a citizen of Breathitt
county was sentenced to two years In
the penitentiary for killing a man. He
met Capt Strong a few minutes after
the sentence had been passed and ask
ed: "How is it, Capt. Strong, that
when I kill one man they send me to
the penitentiary and when you kill
twenty men you are not even indict
ed?"
The captain replied: "I was right
when I killed my man and you were
wrong."

nett's death, and not long after that

Tom Slzmore, a friend of the Calahans,
was found on the roadside dead with

Tha Chances Ara, However, That Murder
Camiot Ha 1'roveit and If It Could
tha Murderer Would Have to Ua Con
Tinted.

bullet through his heart. Realizing
that Breathitt county was about to be
plunged into another of those wars
which have earned for It the title of
"Bloody Breathitt," County Judgo Day
and several of the leading lawyers and
cillteita of Jackson decided to use their
Influence toward bringing about a settlement of the trouble between Strong
and Calohan. , "
were sworn
warrant
Accordingly
out by them against Capt.' Strong and
Jour or ftye of bis .loading .friends to
make them keep the peace," "and simil
ar warrants were sworn out for the
Calahans and several of their friends,
Boh sides wers cited to appear on the
same day, and they came In, each side
under heavy guard summoned by Sher-- i
Iff Tom Deaton. The men met in Judge
,
and on comparing notes
Capt. Strong and the two Calahan
brothers found that they had all been
victims, of talebearers and they shook
hands, promised to bury the hatchet
and let bygones be bygones.
A

HE pollco of Chicago claim they are
,m satisfied with the
chain of evidence
'
thfiV have drawn
'Sit- "J. V.V
I
about Adolph
Luetgert, the weal
thy sausage manu
facturer who Is uu
der arrest for killing; his wife, as de
tailed in last week's
The ordinary person, now
World.
ever, Is not 'bo confident: He' sees
only a mystery, which, while It points
toward Luetaert In many aeiaiis.
still enough of an uncertainty to class
It amoni the famous' cases
This Is
ology which remain unsolved.
the statement which is made by the
prosecution:
"Mrs. Luetgert was last seen alive
at 10:30 o'clock the night of "May J
She was of domestlo habits, a woman
of intelligence, of timid nature, and
seldom went out after dark. Luetgert
did not live happily with his wife and
slept In the factory, where the names
of several women are associated with
him in an unpleasant way. Immediately following the disappearance of the
woman, the defendant began sleeping
in the house. The sheriff did not take
possession of the factory until the fol
lowing Wednesday. The defendant
manifested utter indifference as to the
fate of his wife and before being
charged by anyone with the crime
went around to see those who might
be interested in order to get their views
of the matter. Not until six days after
her disappearance was the case reported to the police, and then by the broth
er of the missing woman. The officers
found blood stains on the panel of the
door in Luetgert's sleeping room and
an iron rod covered with blood. The
stain on the panel Is just such as
might have been made by blood drip
ping from the head of a body as it was
carried from the room. No killing was
ever done in the factory, and there is
no reason for having blood in the
office.
When the custodian took possession of the building the floor of the
office had been thoroughly scrubbed, a
proceeding uncommon with the condition of the place in general. In the
basement, where the vats for cooking
sausages are, were found evidences to
confirm the opinion that Mrs. Luetgert was foully dealt with. In the west
vat was found a solution of an alka
line nature. 4 In the bottom of the vat
two rings were found, one of
gold and the other of poor quality. Tho
ring Is still in good condition
and bears the initials of the woman.
The larger ring has been completely
identified as that of Mrs. Luetgert,
which she wore constantly. , la the
vat have been found fragments of bone,
some of which resemble the pieces of a
human skull. In front of the furnace
upon the floor are stains apparently
made by the same alkaline substance
used in the vat.
.:
The furnace fire, which had been kept
going for seven weeks following the
shutting down of the factory, was
drawn "after the disappearance of the
woman.
In. one of the smokehouses
several pieces of bone were found bear- -
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CARRIED" NETTIE AWAY.

Nettle Isabella Smith Was Not Fresent
at Her Lover's Burial.
'

r,
While Preston Thornton, the
was being buried' at Cave Hill
cemetery, Louisville, the other afternoon, the girl for love of whom he
killed himself was speeding away to
self-slaye-

;

NETTIE ISABELLE SMITH.
(For love of whom Preston Thornton
$ H '. '
ended his life.)'
"
.
i.i - ii
Hot Springs, Va., on a special train,
provided by her father. President Milton M. Smith, of the L. & N. railroad
The funeral brought tocompany.
gether one of the most distinguished
gatherings ever witnesses in Kentucky.
The residence of his aunt, Mrs. John
Mason Toung, where the services were
held, la a mansion in Louisville's most
aristocratic quarter. The house and
Most of the atlawn were crowded.
tendants were visitors from outside the
city, and numbered members of the
Hardin, Preston, Wickliffe, Breckinridge and Thornton families, each having an ancestry with Kentucky's written history. At the head of the casket
the aged father of the deceased stood.
When Rev. Dr. MlnnegeTOde referred
to "suicide the elder Thornton gasped.
The preacher was bewildered and hesitated. There was confusion, and the
speaker lifted. his voice until silence
among his hearers was again secured.
L

it

ik'i
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ASKS FOR SEPARATION.
The Vleee of Frederlo R. Coudert of Maw
fork Alleges
Mrs. W. Gould Brokaw of New York
is demanding a. legal separation from

wealthiest and most enterprising citizens of Breathitt county. He owned
two large farms and a half, interest in
400 acres of the finest cannel coal land
In Kentucky. Since he had made peace
with the Calahans a few weeks ago the
old captain had settled down to harc(
work, and expected to make a great
deal of money in mining cannel coal
this summer. He was also largely engaged in farming, and had just planted
' a. large crop.
The feud which led to the killing began shortly after the war. It seems
at the close of the war and after Capt.
Strong had gone to work to pay for his
home the Kuklux began to terrorize
the community. It was generally conceded that tt.e clan was composed
chiefly of young men who were not old
enough to enter the breaking 'outof
hostilities between the state, but had
d
grown up with a
prejudice against the unionists.
Capt
Strong was considered leader among
soldiers.
the
He was outspoken against the depredations of Kuklux, and is credited with
party,
having organized an
which did much toward puttingidpwn,
the clan. About two years ago some
of the new men, who had come Into
Breathitt since the advent of the railroad, organized a band of regulators
patterned somewhat after the old .Kuklux Klan. Again Capt. Strong was
outspoken against the methods of the
in
mob, and denounced the regulators
'
unmeasured terms.
The regulators committeed outrageous depredations. They whipped and
robbed an old man named Ed Spicer.
They hung old Joshua Neace to a limb,
allowing his toes to barely touch the
ground, snd kept him In that position
for hours. They robbed Wiley Morris,
and, going through farms, shot stock
to death, and on Capt. Strong's farm
tore down fences and shot his stock,
badly wounding several head. The captain was loud in his condemnation of
these acts of vandalism, and when he
was told by persons who pretended to
be his friends that Ed and Sam Cala-lia- n
were at the head of these regulators he denounced them. Then the
went to the Calahans and
told thorn what Capt. Strong hud said
" '
ativut them.
deep-seate-

;

'

r.ntl-kukl-

tale-heare-

.

her husband, the wealthy-societand
club man. Their wedding, four years
ago, was one of the most prominent social events of the season. Both bride
and bridegroom were young, handsome,
wealthy and highly connected. They
had countless friends and plenty., of
money,, and there did not appear to be
a single threatening cloud on the horizon' of their future. Now the beautiful borne is' deserted Bave. bytja care
taker. The curtains are closely drawn
and a placard states that the building
is to let. The wife has gone to the
home of her mother. The husband has
His
gone jo the home of his father.
father js William Vail Brokaw, a member ,.o a
and wealthy
house.
Mrs, , Brokaw is a niece of
Frederic R. Coudert,' tha eminent law
yer-- .
,
From her brother, 'Norman Coudert,
a statement of the differences between
was obtained.. He said
that his sister's suit was for a legal

lng a strong resemblance to portions
of a human skeleton, but they were
charred, and to determine with accuracy, what kind of bones they are must
be reported upon by those skilled in
human anatomy. The defendant spent
several hours in. the basement of the
factory-th- e
night of the supposed murder, and any one who has seen that
grewsome place and is familiar with
.the fact that the factory was shut down
will wonder what legitimate purpose
'
any man had there at that time. The
will
which
questions
naturally arise for
solution are: Was a human body deThe
stroyed? Whose body was It?
police confidently expect to show that
a, human body was
destroyed that
njght..9?4 that it was th4 body of Louisa Luetgert, and that such destruction
was caused by the defendant. A great
many circumstances fit, in and around
this theory of the case, which Batisfles
the police that they have not gone astray. There is no one connected with
the prosecution but would be glad to
learn that Mrs. Luetgert is alive; but
in the. face of all the circumstances
they, can not believe such is the case.
In addition to the above evidence,, a
tooth from a plate was found, and under the vat has been discovered a wisp
of, human hair said to resemble Mrs.
Luetgert's. On a trap door was found
a stain resembling blood, and It has
MRS. W. GOULD BROKAW.
been discovered that Luetgert made inseparation, and not a final divorce. He quiries of an expert chemist as to the
said his sister's cause of action was ill- operation of strong acids and alkalis
treatment.' "The
began on the human body. The theory is
marthe
of
first
brief
their
during
year
that Luetgert killed his wife in his
ried life, and had been so extreme that
sleeping room,, placed the body In a
his sister had several times left her vat
previously filled with a destroying
hi'.sband and returned to her mother's fluid;
then, after several hours, drew
t
i '
house.
oft tho liquid, took out what was left of
the bones and burned them in the fur-n'

--

.;..'
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Gordjr May Be Innocent.
IP claimed that James M. Gordy,

who: la under sentence of death at
Georgetown, Drl., for the murder of one
of his many alleged wives, as detailed
!Ta aid
in the World' Is lnnocc.it.
that two mim h.ve confessed toVavlng

done the murder.

''

'

Widows for Bala.
'Of all the matrimonial trafficking- in the age of chivalry the ways of
widows," says a wrltei1 In the Gentle
man's Magazine, "are at once the bold
est and most comprehensive. As
rule, their methods seldom ' resort to
blandishment; U Is remarkable when
tenderness is aA item ' in their bar
gains. Speed wu their maxim; It was
one that King John honored, for he
.
profited b it.
"Yet one of the rarest exceptions in
the way of delicacy to these commer

cial negotiations has evldontly been
prompted by a widow who had quite an
exceptional lover. In 1206 William de
Landa either one of the most famous
of the Crusaders or his son offers fifty
marks and a palfrey for having to wife
Joan, who was the wife of Thomas de
Arescy, 'if he may be pleasing to the
said Joan;' the sheriff Is Instructed to
ascertain the widow's wishes, 'and it
the said Joan shall be pleased to have
him for a husband, then the sheriff
shall cause William to have seizin of

af

e.

.

j

1888
1889
1890
1891
1892
1893
1894
1895

f$25,425,22Sj
27,699,394
,31,207,469
33,280,005
34,053,495
36,51 ,8
38,125,274
,. 39,250,000
increase of taxa-

Here we have an
tion in seven years of nearly $14,000,-00On the other hand the transportation yielded over $150,000,000 lens
than It would have done had the rate
of 1887 been maintained. In the cae
of the Santa 'Fe, quoted above, th9
taxation exacted was 44 per cent of
the earnings In the state of Kansas.
The taxation of the whole system of
the Santa Fe railway Is fully 20 per
cent of its net earnings; of the Chicago & Alton, 11 per cent, and so on
through the whole list It Is impossible
to burn the candle at both ends without coming to grief. Reporter.
0.

Moving a Vmrgn Chimney.
At Shelter Islnnd. New York, recently the
flrin of W. H. & C. V. Topping performed
Wilui-nesueepsnfully the feat of moving a lurjre
says rower. This chimney, which U
eighty-riv- e
feet high, seven feet square at
the base and four feet six turtles at tbe top.
with a tlilrty-liK-flue, welshed about 100
tons. It has an eiuht-lneh- ,
wall on the outround inner wall for
side and an eight-Incthe flue, connected with the outside wall
- It
by three or four bricks every ten feet.was moved about 1,ikh feet, over very rough
old
from
the
round.
site, the
Starting
arst 100 feet was up a grade of about three
nd one-hafeet. The cradle rented on two
fklds, greaaed on the under side, and slidon greaHed blocks. A chain purchase
ing
s
used, with one horse on the capstan, the
ratio of movement being 150 to 1. There
were four men employed In the moving. The
chimney was owned by the Manhauset Improvement Company.
'

''
Ere the Farewell Is Spoken.
the deck of the steamer, or on hoard the
train that is to bear you away from thone
Bear to you, yon will. If you are wise, have
safely stowed away In your luggage a Illsupply of that safeguard agaluat
Comness Hostetter's Htoniacu Hitters.
mercial travelers, tourists and pioneer emiIn
to
concur
the fortifying
grants
testifying
and savlug properties of the great tonic.
Use for constipation, biliousness, malarial
and kidney complaints and nervousness,
On

":

MRS. LUETGERT.

Joan and her land' both of which he
obtained in the name of gentle love and
the faith of a true soldier. It is fitting that the name of one of the men
who led the assault of Acre should be
preserved in such a record as the
above. He was In truth a very perfect
knight. '
"One of the most rampageous of the
northern English borderers manifested
the like delicacy. Young Walter, de Um- fraville, son of Gilbert, had left a
widow, Emma, presumably in the very
blush of her charms. Peter de Vaux
had fallen at her feet, but he declined,
to obtain her in border fashion; and
this, fact is the earnest pledge of the
chivalry of his love. If he would not
seal her he was bound to buy her, and
coin with the De Vaux was always a
scarcity. So he offered the king five
palfreys for her 'if she wished it,' and
with what would read as a graceful
acknowledgment of the borderer's pure
chivalry, John absolutely drops the
commercial from his reply, and simply
orders Robert FItz Roger, the sheriff,
to permit it to be done.' "
-

. .

..

Bis Harrow r.scape.

Many times Blondln walked across

ADOLPH L. LUETGERT.,

railways pay enormous taxes. Relatively speaking, they are taxed higher
than any other kind of property. These
taxes are steadily Increasing, wills the
earnings per ton per mile and for passenger traffic are as steadily going in
the opposite direction. Look at the increase of taxes, according to the Inter
j
state Commerce Commission:
'razes,
.

i t

ed

RAILWAYS AS TAXPAYERS.
Soma Statistics Whlob Make , favorable Know Inf.
In a recent memorial before the Kansas legislature It was shown that the
Santa Fe railway paid $800,000 out of
an earning of $1,800,000 In that sJate in
taxes. This Is only a typical rase. Our

osha and that either she herself will
be found or her body. It Mrs. Luet
gert Is dead, the attorneys say, she
killed herself. Luetgert, meantime,
maintains a stolid front, and asserts
that his wife will be found in time to
save him from the gallows.

,

.

CAPT. WILLIAM STRONG. (,!
This is the only admission he was
ever known to make that he had killed
a man. Capt. Strong was one of the

the woman Is alive and has been seen
On the night of May 4 a woman In deep
distress was noted by several persons
In the depot at Kenosha, Wis., and on
Boeing a picture of Mrs. Luetgert declared that there was a doclded resem
blance. Women resembling Mrs. Luet
gert have been seen in other places,
but the attorneys for the defense say
tbey are positive she was seen in Ken

WITHOUT PARALLEL

Niagara on the tight rope; he carried
a man across on his shoulders, pushed
a loaded wheelbarrow, and did all
sorts of tricks put there over the roar
ing foaming current, and did similar
featal throughout the country. While
here at McVicker's Theater he told
an attache of that establishment of
an incident connected with his Niagara
performance that the attache, now an
elderly man, repeated to this writer
within the last few days. . Blondin
said: "Ze people at Niagara one time
present me a vera beautiful medol of
gold, set wiz diamond, and when I
was carry ze man on my shoulders
across Niagara I wear ze medal. One
time when we' were 'bout half way
cross, I think I feel ze medal slip, as
eef ho. was falling to ze watars below.
My first Impulse was to catch at ze
medal, him to save, but I think bet- tars and say to myself, bettars let ze
medal zan ze man. Zat man nevare
know, to zees day, how near he come
to go to ze bottom! But after all, ze
medal not slip, and him I have yet. Of
course, I could ze rope have caught
and save myself had I loze ze bal- lance, but ze man on my shoulder, he
would not have seen his home some
more." Chicago Times Herald.
''

Jersey Bard. Luck Story.
d! W. P. Murphy, editor of the local
paper at Burlington, N. X, lost a barn
by fire. In his paper he refers to his
hard luck thus:, "Since moving from
the city the editor has had hard luck.
F:rst, fractured his arm by a fall from
a wagon. Next Mrs. Murphy had a serious spell of typhoid; next two children
caught the same disease; next Frank,
the horse, died; next the editor was
bitten by a cat; next the loss of business; next the roof of the house blew
off; now the barn is reduced to ashes.-Whanext?
,

Georgia Bugs Worth S10.75 Apleea.
The price of a hug administered
without the consent of the hugee was
fixed at $10.75 in an Atlanta police

court. Bernard Kesiin, a merchant,
was a prisoner, charged with disorder
ly conduct in wrapping his arms
around Miss Jessie Vlning while she
was a customer in his store. The evidence was to the effect that Miss "Vin-in- g
had entered the store to purchase
a pair of shoes and that Hestln had
embraced her when she was not look
.

The defense says that Mrs. "Luetgert
had often threatened to leave her homo
'
if her husband ever became a bankrupt, ing.
which condition was pending when she
maize or barley are
Beers made-odisappeared, and did in a few days become a fact.. Luetgart making,an asmanufactured by almost every native
signment It is strongly asserted that African people.
,

.
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Motherhood.

COi'f

r-

rt

-1,

A mother who is in good physical condition transmits
to her children tho blessings of a irood constitution.
The child fuirly drinka in health from its mother's I
robust const Hut ion before birth, and from a healthy
mother's milk after.
X
Is not that aa iueonth to prepare for a healthy
maternity?
Do you know the meaning of what
la popularly called those "long
ings," or cravings, which beset so
many women during pregnanoy?
There is something lacking in tha ,
mother s blood. Nature crijs out
and will be satisfied at all ha.yirds.
One woman wants sour things,
another wants sweets, another
wants salt things,' and so on.
The real need all the time is to
enrich the blood so as to supply
nourishment for another life, and
to build up the entire generative
system, so that the birth may be
possible and successful.
If expectant mothers would fortify themselves with Lydia E. Pink-ham- 's
Vegetable Compound, which
for twenty years has sustained
thousands of women in this condition, there would be fewer disappointments
at birth, and they would not experience those annoying " longings."
In the following letter to Mrs. Pinkham, Mrs. Whitney demonstrates the
of the Compound in such ruses. She says:
power
44
From the time I was sixteen years old till I was twenty-threI was
troubled with weakness of the kidneys and terrible pains when my monthly
perk is came on. I made up my mind to try Lydia E. Pinkham 'a Vegetable
Compound and was soon relieved. After I was married, the doctor said I
would never be able to go my ftill time and have a living child, as I was
constitutionally weak. I had lost baby at seven months and a half. The
next time I commenced at once and continued to take your Compound through
the period of pregnancy, and I said then, if I went my full time and the baby
lived to be three months old, I should send a letter to you. My baby is now
seven months old and is as healthy' and hearty as one could wish.
" I am so thankful that I used your medicine, for it gave me the robust
health to transmit to my child. I cannot express my gratitude to you; I
never expected such a blessing. Praise God for Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound, and may others who are suffering do as I did and find relief, and
may many homes be brightened as mine has been." Mbs. h. Z. Weitkex, 5
George St, E. Somerville, Mass.
,
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the?

of the

to be divided among
missing word.
FINDERS is the answer.

Schitting s Best tea

it

is not only pure but

New Use for Aluminum.
and Important use of aluminum
has been discovered in the manufacture of
fresh-roaste- d.
reproducers for tulklng machines. The re
producer Is the apparatus which holds tbe
Tbe
of
glass.
peculiar
vibrating diaphragm
?
sonorous quality of aluminum has recently
attracted the attention of manufacturers of
musical Instruments, and experiments are
being made in various directions in regard
Get Schilling's Best tea at your grocer's; take out the Yellow Ticket
to instruments which depend for their musical quality upon the vibratory characterisis one in every package); send it with your guess to address below
the (there
tics of the material used. Heretofore marecorders and reproducers of talking
before
August 31st.
chines have been mude, as a rule, of hard
rubber. For hard rubler, aluminum has
One word allowed for every yellow ticket If your ticket (or tickets)
been substituted with what is regarded as
, reaches us before
much success. It is claimed that tne
July 1st, you are entided to two words for each ticket.
or "chattering." as It is called
blaring
In
In the tmde. which is often noticeable
finds the word, he gets one thousand dollars. , If
If
person
onlyene
tbe performance of the talking machine, is
several fisd i the money will be divided equally among them.
almost completely aosetit wuen an umuiiuuui
uicago iriouue.
reproducer is usea.
cardboard

isf

A new

because it is
is the missing word

What

oinst-Ing-

Tha editor of this paper advises hit
readers that a free package of Peruviana,
tha bast kidney and fiver cure on earth, will
be delivered FREE to any sufferer, if written for promptly. Peruviana Rshxot Co.,
886 6th St., Cincinnati, Ohio.
"June ought to be the month of the new
and the old year." "Why soV" "The girl
graduates come in and the June brides go
out."

creeping
Every one sending a yellow ticket will get a set of
babies at the end of the contest' Those sending three or more in one
envelope will receive a charming 1898 calendar, no advertisement on it...
Besides this thousand dollars, we will pay $150 each to the two persons
who send in the largest number of yellow tickets in one envelope between
June 15 and the end of the contest August 31st.
:

Low Rates East and West.
The Union Pacific offers unprecedented
opportunities for those wishing to take ora
summer vucauuu, tir 10 vimi in iue uui
West. Following are a few places to which
creutlv reduced rates have been made: To Salt Lake and ..'turn, July 10 and
11.
..i and return. Julv 18 .and 18.00
To Knit Lake
'
18.00
10
To Nashville, Tcun., and return, daily,
: 55.20
up to Oct. 15
To Omaha and Kansas City. July lit
tn yn Julv
:. Jit. Auu. 1. a. a

You won't see it again

Cut this out.

.

for two weeks.

...

BV

;

.

SCHILLING'S BEST TEA SAN FRANCISCO.

Address:

....

THE EASTERN SUMMER RESORTS
ARE REACHED IH THE MOST COMFORTABLE MANNER VIA

10.00
and 12
12.50
To St. Louis, same dates
15.00
To Chicago, same dates
anu
return in August.
l.ow rates to liuiriiio
We have manv others. For full informa
tion call at ticket office. 941 Seventeenth

O.K.Waaca.

street, corner vrtis.
"I like those street pianos.". "Strange
taste! Why?"
"i can run away irom
them."

winsiow-Bouoi-iniiB-

.............for
......Fifty Cent.,

M.

60c, 11. All druggist

To Cara Constipation

rnu.rat.
n
'

U.- -

u

FITS PermAoentljUcrrd. Hosts anmrvoinni-j- nfUr
firat dny a nse ol lr. Kline's Great rserve Restorer.
Mend lor FREE S'S.OO trial bottle snd treatise.
Da. K. H. Kl.ls, l,td.,ai Arch St., 1'hiladolphia, l's.

r.lltle Sister "Whnfs the illfTrence'twccn
x'lrle'tr.v an' llirhtniu'V"
Little lirother'Voir d.m't have to pay mithlu' for light-

n i ii

.

Denver, Colo

so
BCYCH

Western "Wheel "Work,
rcc IfOli

Cfll CAGO

FREE

CATALgCVE
H.

.WILLSONiCO.Wash- D. O. No fen till patent
4tt-pf- fe
book IrM.

PATENTS inetitu.
uiuured.

-

discovery:
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1
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lOflnys'
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The offloes of the Mining and
Press have
removed from .2't to i
t
Sun Frn
Miir!;ef
'nlifornm,
tlie finest luisnu-locniiou in luut cltv.

COLO.

I. aiilTH, Phioint.

Forever.

t ..ui.r,tu ,
.', iv.druggists
refund

or M
ICQ.
money.
"That new boarder never opens his bead
bout the hot weather."
"I should
not; he is in the Ice business."

If

DENVER.

9 75

h.

to me. Wm. B. McClellan, Chester,
Florida, Sept. 17. 1805.
MrS.
JohhR "Whnr on anrth la thntT"
Mr. Jobbs "This, my dear, is a barometer
a present from our son at college."
"Oh!
I've heard of tlietn. Isn't the dear bov
Which way do we screw It
thoughtful?
when we want the weather to be fine?"

G. C. O. fall to cure,

St.

Lawraaca

ORES SOLD ON THE
PUBLIC MARKET.

"There Is nnp Iripn thnt vnn enn n.,.. rrpf
out of the average man's head." "What Is
rne idea that his wife hasn t anymat
thing to do and that she could lounire in the
hammock all day if she wanted to."
Ptso's Cure for nonntimnflnn
haan

God-sen- d

Tabo?

Denver Public
Works,

.

I.

1738

f

w rvu i
L

Ui.oN

WAitns r,n 1 surer! with.
7 out their ktiowleilfre liy
ANU Ml?, the niarvAlno.i
i cure
the ilrink huMt.
1 Au for
niiKiB,,a, or writs

IW

claou

tint.

Sold by DrQHTttt
or tent In plain wrapper,
br exnrcnii. Drnniiid. for
.00, or 3 bottles, 92.7A.
Circular teat on request.

Man.

Tojny

WILL PAY $100 FOR ANY CASE

ReSnad, Malttd and Attayad er Purchased.

ltd

aljuina, mtty.

discharges,

SI0O

GOLD AND SILVER BULLION

,

--fSllm
-

& Co., Props., Nashua, N. H.
bum oy au xuuKtswta.

173

13 luljutiicatittg

I

Established la Colorado, 1868. Samples by mall Of
attention.
ipress will recalte prompt and careful

Is your new neighbor an agreeable man?"
"Well, he's the kind of man who always
comes over to visit just when you get nicely
stretched out in the hammock."

lut wut

vciNoimiATi.o.r"- -n

E. E. BURLING AME'S

,

la

f

B. P. Hall

ASSAY OFFICE

.

CURE YOURSELF!
Un Ilia fi for nnnatnrml
Inflammations,
Jnli.Sd.ffc
OBJsnntMd
JL
U irritatiuni or ulceration
frCMf us l strtatars.
af ninr. mi a Trinm lira nna.
.iPnmiM MDUsion.
P&iuleos, and not astriu- lITHEEVANSOHEMIOttCO.
or poisonous.

Beautifies and restores Gray
Hair to its original color and
vitality ; prevents baldness ;
cures itching and dandruff.
A fine, hair dressing.

Marts.

men strong, blood pure.

3

HAIR REN EWER

;

Hall's Catarrh Core
Is a constitutional cure. Price, 75c. ,

ac

P

Vegetable Sicilian

.

jnrs. ...... . ... ......
mi m. djiwi.
n.ti.. Inflm.
mtlon,allys psiu, cured wind coUo. 86 cents m bottle.
i
m
O.rnnlr
r A..11nrr nt Pptnnlo
.j.
"ICS, Tumi mm. ir..ft
whose husband had conducted a dance hall,
"I'll take the tombstun with the two j ined
Cut on the top. 'Gone Above,' an'
hands.
under the hands. Mine Hands - and Circle to
.
the Left.' "

ENSIONS, PATENTS. CLAIMS.
W. MORRIS, WASHINGTON, D. C
JOHN
Lavt
PrinclDavl Ex.uz.intr U. 8. Pension Bureau.

HALIJS

Tpnelipr "Now. nova, can anv of vou tell
what is a lake?" l'atsy "Sure, it's a hole
.
In the kittle."
Dronsv treated free by Dr. H. H. Green's
Km. a nf Atlnntn. (in
The greatest dronsv
Bead their adver
specialistsinin the world.
another column or tuis paper,
tisement
"itefore " we were married my wife
nrnnirfn'tlet me rreat ner to
soda." "Remarkable girl!" "Yes. I should
anv an ntip'a kpnt account of tnv offers.
from me after
though, and collected $23.75
,
.
.
we were marriea.
v.

for HANDSOMELY ILLUSTRATED TOURIST BOOK.

SEND

Pon't Tobacco Spit and Smokt Tfoar Life kaj.
"vo attlt tobacco easily and forever, be mag
netic, full of life, nerve and vigor, take No- that makes
the wonder-worke- r,
weak men strong. All druggists, auc. or n,
Cure cuaranteed. Hooklet and sample free.
Address Sterling Remedy Co., Chicago or
r.ew iork.

lor t!r.
mailed free.

Of Weakness In Ken They Treat and
Kail to Cure.
An Omaha Company places for tbe first
time before the public a Magical Tkkat-mb'for the cure of Lost Vitality, Nervoua
and Sexual Weakness, and Restoration of
Life Force in old and young men. No
worn-ou- t
French remedy; contains no
Phosphorous or other harmful drugs. It is
Wonderful Treatment magical ii i its
effects positive in its cure. All reae'ers,
who are suffering from a weakness ttat
blights their life, causing that mental s id
physical suffering peculiar to Lost Manhood, should write to the STATE MEDICAL.
COMPANY, Omaha, Neb., and they will
send you absolutely FREE, a valuable
paper on these diseases, and positive proofs
of their truly Magical Tbkatmkht. Thousands of men, who have lost all hope of a
sure,- are being restored by them to a perfect condition.
This Magical Treatment may be taken
at home under their directions, or they will
fare and hotel bills to all who
par railroad
to go there for treatment, if tuey ,
prefer
(ail to cure. Tbey are perfectly reliable ;
have no Free Prescriptions, Free Cure,
Frea Bample, or C. O. 1). fake. They have
(230,000 capital, and guarantee to cure
vary case they treat or refund every dollar; or their charges may be deposited in
bank to be paid to them when a cure is
effected. Write them today.
-

nt

WINES AND
LIQUORS
Ifor fnmllv nnrl mwlMnul
Absolute
.

t'lsrnt, per ruI 7fc;

purity gnaianti'Oil.
IKic;

pir gul., H!e; I'ortanU KIhti j.
k.ioiI old Whiskies, per gal., $2.2
pt--

r

gnl.,
up-

wards; host Ht'pr. $l.:irperdoz. (piartH. Don't
compare us with that class who nearly control
this line. We carry everything tlmt belong
to tlilR business. Over oil kinds of Wines, all
I'ut prlees on all
popuhir ImintlH Whiskies. nor
'iult Tonies." Send for
complete price
list of (iroeeries. Meats. Wines ami Liquors.
Mail Orders promptly tilled. No clunge for
piicklnc.
THE WINDSOR GROCERY CO.,
l.')13-2-

Champa

St.,

-

HKNVKK, OM.O.

J

TUK DAILY OPTIC
-

Il iHWM

1

iper.

The People'

Ln4 tor llif Dn-- i.
FolluWlilK
" the Caiuun. 0. XttlKMi- l
hr)i is an mwtiht of 111 life t( UK
ffleiltMd ItiO'tiKr of our untnameiii iiupu
S. and Jeffafnoo f:ytiolclsi who died la

1"

tbatdlty!

With the Ushering to of the morning or
Haiu.ctuy. J hum Xtn, ins com ui
took fllvht. Mrs.
born resident ot Canton
e iiiS!) .,'ol'iok,
Haran M. Kayno da dl-a
of
only few hours, at ber
after a sickness vo-"M
residence, JNu.
in a
.(roat. "he has bean but
ber health, oon- lition for some time,
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STREET TALK.
No paper Monday.

Silver ipetcb Ilfeld's new ad !
Go to the

Modal

restaurant for yoor

If

'

Sunday dinner,

Wasted. A lady oonk at Wooiter
None but good one nerd apply.

boue
i

m

The Model will have an especially pre
p ired Sunday dinner,
Graaf & Bowles will be open until noon
on Monday, bnt no orders will be taken.
,

inort.
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niv-iw-

o

rr flav euernoon, iu
called

una travu

wiii

up n ber,
ir old friends wbo
are exp'essea hereon as leeuua; wm.
nail 111. wnsn nr. ana mrm.
.Ida. wbo are retillng wlib
i.hrmn Rum,
ner.cBllnd In to look el bar sbe was breath.
ana
trouoiea wnu
nil heavily
were applied
coughing. Home remedies
dnnrnr anmmonen . ura. rrauiuriia
and C E. House, did averytning suet
was toss tie. out , sne was iwyuuu
hours
human aid, and within two
bad begun sbe bad pasted
after ber Ulnarsfailure
and olden caused
bar death. 8he was the oldest daughter of
r d Mrs. John Hluaser. was Dorn in
Ur
iiiR nrf has raaided here ever since. Phil
Ohio
lip SlU'ser. her grandfather, came to
from uumDerianu couoiv.
later.
in isni and to Canton two years
Th.i ware amonust the earliest settlers ol
"
this city, wnico at ioa nu
western frontier. Indians were numerous
Half
batween.
.n4 iha whites few and far
rinxen boutea comoosad the city at tha
Mini. The Blusaers erected tha first grist
Mrs. sKaynolds1
in la tha oouotv.
father had a general store on tbe northeast
nnrnar ot Tuxcarawas ana otxnm avrwa,
Iliectlv ODDosite tbe Cleveland and Can
Kay
ton pa'sanifr depot, and thrre Mrs.
i
anent. In 1H4I lb
nhiLlhnnri
wife of Mr. Reynolds, and of
became
h nnn anna bnrn of the U"I"D, four still
La Vegas, N
.....i.Alfcsrtl.uthna Ravnolds.
Fred
Rsynolds, Cleveland;
M.i
K.vnnlds. Canon fity. Co o., and Jefferson
M
.
N.
at
nf l.as Vesas.
presan
p.nlHi.
...ifiinir at the family residence. The
...... h.n
taUeraobed and ac
to the Intelligence received
frnm them the funeral arrangements
1815 Mrs. Havnolrl
.in h marie. In
Into the Presbyterian
was received
cburcb and ever since has remained she
...n..h mnmber. Evervthe Buniiay
weather wa
might b seeo there vbrs
sbe
4ue
Despite her advancing years,
ana i
a
attendant
mill rootinued
regular
,nriari unrvio s no to lat Sunday. Bb
waa a siaier of the late Hamual ainaaer and
of Dr. Louis 81usier,wbo died in '93. Mrs.
David Z iiiars. ber sister, is now the only
family. Hew
remaining member of thewith
sorrow by
.i ko. H.r.h will be heard
were
who
frlanda
acquainted
'Ob
the punier.
with ber gentie.Kina ana wunaviau iur-- u
unmr rest
ter. and particularly oy iue nobis
wife
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Bvotild,',
TfiltifflAsW; IH ft""1'1
(foul La sUutu,
1). Mi iloAfoei wife nd ion, t( tjuint y,
111., liS In tb city.
Richard Dunn, left on Hit motulng's
train for Catsklll, N. M.
Wnii Bteveuson will bs here tr im Raton,
this srsnlug, to spend tba Fourth.
J. Ilisemann, the wool buyer, passed
this mornlug.
through on tb
W. E. O'Leary and E. L. Ilamblin took
the early train, tbls uiorulug, fur Trinidad.
Jeaus Heruandei took last evening's
train for Santa Fs, on Uuited States bual.
ss.
E. Copelaod, general agent for tba Atch
ison railroad, cam up from ths south, tbls
'
morning.
Wm, Mcintosh, the Cblllll sheep rslsetr,
left this morning, tor Scotland, this home
ot hi boyhood days.
Miss Hattla Morse, who bas been visit
ing Mr. T. Brash, ot tbi city, leaves in
ths morning, for bar bom at Denver.
Mrs. A. D. Hlgglns returned, last evening, from Llnooln, Neb. She was accompanied by bar son Ralph to Denver, where
week before returnh will remain for
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My stock has been materially reduced

Shoes,

aast-boun-

BAT

during our closing out sale, but we have an
assortment of nice salable goods left.
I now offer the remainder of this stock

CAPS

For Sale

In tho City.

...

to-Da-

Boot
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d

MATTER r;.U3T EE SETTLED BY JULY

SOLID
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N. L.

Luoseil-Drover-

Sugar poons

Highest prices paid for wool, hides and pelts.
aaVVVVV yaysyyijisyBa lyiy VWV
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Reasonable Hardware

n.
uasn , Novelty ury uooas More
n

r

EHERYTHINQ IM
:.
WIRE SCREENS.
SCREEN DOORS, ;
SCREEN1 WIRE CIvOTH, POULTRY NETTING,

July is an Annual Inventory.

Great

Nor-ma- o.

Mictions

Puces

Rosenthal & Co.,

Ranch trade a specialty.

The
ILFELD'S Plaza.
is

AsVAAAJ

General Merchandise

IS-8S- -

r

AAsVaVaVAifli

Railroad Ave.

Gravy and Oyster Ladles
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If the stock is not sold by this date, we
will have to arrange to continue the business
and buy a new stock.
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For tabl service and for the toilet is now no longer a luxury.
at tb
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attache of Gross, Black well A Co., arrived
Its cost has been so irreatiy reduced that people of moderate
East Las Vegas pout office on Monday.
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irons tb east. Use evening, and will spend
The socletv ot Bt. John will give a bal
tbe summer in tb city.
without extravagance- at their hall In md town, tble evening.
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With gold bowels, $3.50 to $3.25
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"Radiant" $3.50 and
I J New Optio.
bed temporarily.
$400
J. Ojppag, Ban Fraacuoo; Mrs. Bboat,
The principal business bouses will close
Oibkoab, Wis.; Poll Prager, St. Louis; A.
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very enjoyable evening
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morning.
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Here Is an opportunity to buy a nice, clean
established business. The location is good,
the store room Is large and comfortable.
Reason for selling, other business demands

New Designs, Attractive Prices, Up- te
Styles.

n Sprier

or

X

ICE CREAM FREEZERS, GASOLINE STOvES,
FISHING TACKLE.

'Mm

ALSO

Mid

PICKS, SHOVELS, BAR STEEL, POWDER,
FUSE, GENERAL MINING SUPPLIES.

.

Vagner

.

& Myers.

MASONIC TEMPLE.

t

four-psg-

A. A.

WlSfi notary

WISE & HOaSBTT,

.

IiOANS AND REAIi ESTATE,

well-know- n

L

Turice-a-Wee- k

Henry Levy

Bro.

T. C. HCGEST

SaUbltiHsi

Publlo.

,

I

Sixth Lnd Douglas Ares., ut Las Vegas, N. M.
Lands and City Property for sale. Investments made and
Titles examlbed Bents collected and Taxes paid.
attended to tor

jprOTSd and Unfmprorad
s.

GREATEST REDUCTION
will offer for

days all suits mad e to order at

TXen's

suits formerly $12.50 now $11.25

"
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less than ever sold before.
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It
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it

15.00,

18.00

(i

20.00

ii

13.50

I6.20
l8.00

25.OO ii
Trousers to Order $3.60 up.

Prices on all ready made s:oodsjo

,

and get bargains.

Madam M.

Ezper-imeote-

y

i

ai-

'fthest

DEL

less than any house in the Territory.

Smith

-

$3.oo

- $g.oo

roKS.
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-

Bran,

,

Chops,

E. Carson, a bollermaber who bas
until recently been employed at tbe Atlantic & Pacific shops in Albuquerque, bas left

John

n

"

tb

4l87.

Parties going to Mount
ain resorts or s,
will
find it to their interest to
plc-nlc-

call

at

St.

fr rat'cs'Rne

COOLEY'S, Bridge

Uvcry

Hay,

CHICKEN FEED,

Corn

y

'

A

weil.

Boys' Cool Long Pants Suits
Boys' Cool Shirt Waists,
Boys' Cool Headwear,

Sailor Suits,

Hoys' Cool Duck Pants,
Boys' Cool Underwear,

at Commotion Prices.
We name below a few of the many great bargains and urge
mothers to come in and carefully inspect them before making any
purchase elsewhere.

Boys Cool Under

Oat0.

JHdga Street

Special sale of
Boys' Cool

Sailor Sack Suits

and

'

is another term for "a commotion" as the small boy under- We are jroing to make an awful
stands and anticipates.
commotion from now until the stire closes on the 3rd of
shrewd-buyer- s.
for-bJuly. We start the 'regular, always-looke- d

days

The case ot the Territory vs. Lucadio
Bnlas, kl"jo 8alas, Andres Lopes and
for Houston, Texas.
Francisco Trpjlllo, charged with stFjjult
No. 2, east bound, on the Atchison, due
came
wbth intent toikiil, Dasidero Padilla,
MOST PERFECT MADE.
at 4 a.m., did not arrive until 8;S0,
nip before iadgt Wo tur, this morning,
a break-dowot an soioe at
Tb parties vftir (1 e agination and were A pure Grape Cream of Tartar Powder. Free
Grnot's station, cn tbe A. & P, causing
buund over JU;powi!ftfor9 the Tf jrttorlal ftwi Ammonia, Alum or iny other I'kUsraat

rtjd jary,

July-.-

$3.00
$3.00

1

8i 'gbly-prize-

Fourth

$3.00 for the next 30

J

Come bring your cash

Amos F. Lewis,
J.
Rosenthal B ros.

Plain Eton Duck Suits

,

;,

CHEftTJ

suits
Organdie suits
Waists
Capes

22.50

Boys' Cool

Wear

Shirt Waist

39c and up
19c each
ioc each and up

Rosenthal Bros,

